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GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

Dec. 27,

27

FROM

Engineering Department

LETTER NO.

52

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

1 9—

The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has gained 892 million
cubic feet since last Tuesday, December 27th. A rainfall of 0.76 inches
at Ripogenus and 0.94 inches at Millinocket was recorded Saturday, Dec.
31st. Precipitation at Ripogenus for month of December reported 5.22
inches and at Millinocket 7.34 inches.
To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 943.95 Storage 29,936 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin
" 493.80
"
14,650
"
”
Total Storage
44,586
”
"
”

Boiler House
Changes - Job
1119

Boiler acceptance test was run on #12 boiler last Wednesday and
Thursday, December 28th and 29th respectively. Mr. Stockman represented
the Taylor Stoker people. The test showed an efficiency of 84.5% at
165% rating.

Electrical Repair Shop Ex
tension.
Job 1124

Hyrib all installed on south wall extension and the first coat of
rough plaster applied.

Shartle Broke
Beater - Job
1127

Steel framework supporting the wet broke disintegrator erected,
and the tank moved inside the building ready for erection.

Monitor Nozzles
Job 1128

One more tower on the west side of No. 1 pile yet to be piped.

No. 9 & 10
Monitor Changes

About 40% of the steel, which is to support the corrugated wire
glass on the bottom of the monitor over #9 and #10 paper machines, was
erected yesterday, January 1, 1928.

Miscellaneous

Mr.
Mr.
December
Mr.
and made

Anton Haug called Thursday, December 29th.
P. P. Barbey, Foundation Co. Clerk, left Millinocket Saturday,
31 st.
D. Pescione, General Electric Co., arrived Saturday Dec. 31st,
a change on the dryer speed regulators of
paper machine.

Dict. RVW
SIGNED.,

DATE MAILED
FORM

January 2, 1928

Engineer.

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Dec.

19 27 FROM

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

Engineering Department LETTER NO- 51

A gain of 153 million cubic feet has been recorded in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since lest Monday, December 19th.
One gate remains open 6 feet at Ripogenus.
s
*
To-day

Report:

Ripogenus Elev
North Twin *

943.47 Storage 29,324 Mil. Cu. Ft.
493.40
14.370 *
Total Storage
43,694 M
H

w

M

Boiler House
Changes -Job
1119

Completed with exception of pipe insulation being applied by
Johns-Manville Company.

EL eatrical Repair
Hyrib being placed for extension of present south wall to the west
Shop Extension wall of boiler house.
Job 1124
Crain Shed Ex
tension - Job
LI 26

The Kinnear doors and wood doors are installed in the south wall,
■dd plat fora roof torn down, and platform between the two tracks being
put in shape for trucking. Roof drains and sprinkler piping yet to be
done.

Shartle Broke
heater - Job
.127

Practically all of the steel for the wet broke disintegrator has
been received.
Work on the installation of same started this morning,
December 27th.

Monitor Nozzle
*
Foundation Company completed their work Saturday, December 24th,
and the crew discharged Towers all piped with the exception of two
Job 1128
on the west side of No. 1 pile.

Experimental
Grinder Room
Job 1131

The old engine and generator have been completely removed from
the auxiliary generator room and stored.
A small section of floor has been concreted in the southwest
corner of the boiler house firing room, to accommodate electrical switches
that could not go in the experimental grinder room itself.

Additional Fans
The fan house in the extreme west end of the monitor over //7 and ^8
#7 & ^8 Paper paper machines is practically completed, and waiting for fan equipment
Machines.
to arrive.
Mill No. 1
Miscell aneou8

DATE MAILED
FORM

17

H. C. Wilder, General Electric Turbine Erector, left Millinocket
Wednesday night, December 21st.
D. Pesoione, General Electric Wiring Foreman, left Millinocket
Thursday night, December 22nd.
Charles Eklund, Foundation Company Superintendent, left Millinocket
Monday, December 26th.

Deoember 27, 1927

Engin eer

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

~

December 12

19

FROM

,

.

.

27

.

.

LETTER NO.

engineering Department

DETAIL

SUBJECT

'fat er Storage
i
!

A gain of 272 million cubic feet has been recorded in the water storagi
of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, December 12th. Che gate at
Ripogenus open 6 feet. Precipitation for December, to date, at Ripogenus
is 3.47 inches and at Millinocket 5.77 inches. Twenty-one inches of snow
on the ground at Millinocket.
s
*
To-day

Report:

Cu. Ft.

Ripogenus Elev 943.57 Storage 29,451 Mil
North Twin *
493.00
”
14.090 "
Total Storage
43,541 *

M

ft
•t

Boiler House
Jobs 1118 & 19

The second eteam main loop was put in service yesterday, December 18th
All the old pipe and shoring now removed.
Insulation of piping by Johns-Manville Co. continues.

No. 7 Paper
Machine - Job
1123

Paper machine continues to run about 850 feet per minute.
drip headers being covered.

Train Shed Ex
tension - Job
1126

Brickmasons completed their work on the Train Shed Extension and left
town Wednesday, December 14th.
Window sash in west wall all installed. The Kinnear doors are being
removed from the old south wall to-day so that they may be installed on
the present south wall, Trusses are drilled,and clips secured to than,
for the sprinkler pipa system.

Shartle Broke
Beater - Job
1127

Thia installation completed and the beater is running very good.
old wooden tub beater has been dismantled.

Steam and

The

On No. 1 Pile the towers are all erected. Three are entirely complete!
Monitor Nozzle B
Job 1128
one is over one-half riveted, and the remaining two are to be full bolted.
On No. 2 File the towers are all erected with the exception of the one
that is to go on the southwest corner. This cannot be erected until spring
The two towers on the north side are not
due to the wood at this point
yet riveted.

Experimental
Grinder Room
Mill No. 1

Generator and cylinder on skids. Engine frame ready for skids, Top
half of pulley lifted off to one side ready for skids.
Building forms for a small section of floor in southwest corner of the
boiler house firing room, to accomodate the necessary electrical switches,
etc., that could not go in the auxiliary generator room.

Miscellaneous

Skylight frame over the dry end of $9 and f/lQ machine completed
Friday night, December 16th. Concrete roof under the frame was knocked
out yesterday December 18th. This end of the room now has plenty of light
J. A. MacRae, General Electric Turbine Operator, left Millinocket
Monday, December 12th.
Oscar Hahnel, of Hahnel Bros., called at Millinocket, Wednesday,
December 14th.
F. M. Roberts, General ELectric Drive Expert, left Millinocket
Thursday, December 15th.

SIGNED

DATE MAILED
FORM

17

December 19, 1927

Engineer.

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

De<jember

LETTER NO.

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

1927 FROM Engineering Department

A gain of 949 million cubic feet has been recorded in the water storage
of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, December 5th. One gate open
6 feet at Ripogenus. Precipitation at Ripogenus for month of December to
date is 1.85
*
” and at Millinocket 2.53”.
To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus ELev. 943.85 Storage 29,809 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin "
492.10
"
13.460 ”
Total Storage
43,269

Boiler House
One steam main loop completed and connected yesterday, December 11th.
Changes. Jobs The other loop is erected and will be connected December 18th.
1118 & 1119
No. 7 Paper
Machine - Job
1123

Paper Machine running at about 850 feet per minute
Exhaust steam header from turbine being covered.

Train Shed Ex
tension - Job
1126

Brick work will be completed to-day December 12th
Fitting sash in west wall.
Skylight work entirely completed.

Shartle Broke
Beater - Job
1127

Work completed and beater started up this morning, December 12th.
Running very gouu at this writing.

Monitor Nozzles
On No. 1 pile there are five towers erected and two of them completely
riveted.
Job 1128
'On No. 2 pile there are three towers erected, two of them completely
riveted and piped ready for use. A start made this morning, December 12th,
on the dismantling of the original 40 foot tower, that is to go on west
side of No. 1 pile.
Five Baoco DeHumidifiers were stax
tad
*
on Wednesday, December 7th. Mr.
Bacco DeHumidifiers, Grindei^Robinson was here on Thursday and Friday December 8th and 9th respectively »
Room, Mill ffL to inspect and teat same.

Experimental
Grinder Room
Mill No. 1

The Foundation Company started dismantling and removing Corliss engine
out of the old auxiliary generator room, Thursday, December 8th.

Miscellaneous

Skylight frame for the new skylight over the dry end of No. 9 and No.
10 machine has been received and will be completed by middle of the week.
Started using wood from storage piles on Monday, December 5th.
Mr. E. E. Earner, General Electric Co.’s drive expert left Millinocket
^onday night, December 5th.
Mr. R. P. Gardner of the Foundation Company, visited Millinocket on
Wednesday and Thursday, December 7th and 8th respectively.
Mr. J. A. McRae, General Electric Co.’s turbine operator leaving
to-night, December 12th.

Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED
FORM

17

December 12, 1927

Engineer

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning

8

a. m.

19 27 FROM Engineering Department

Nov. 28th,

letter no.

48

SUBJECT

DETAIL

Water Storage

A gain of 1,733 million cubic feet has been recorded in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, November 28th.
One gate open 6 feet at Ripogenus. Total precipitation at Ripogenus
for month of November was 6.80 inchcc and at Millinocket it was 7.67
inches.
To-uay^s Report:

Ripogenus ELev. 943.82 Storage 29,783 Mil. Cu. Ft
North Twin
* 490.80
12,550
H
Total Storage
42,333
n

“

“

‘

tt

H

n

H

«

H

Boiler House
Changes - Jobs
1118 and 1119

A start made on the change over of the steam mains yesterday,
December 4th. Two or three more Sunday!s work yet.

No. 7 Paper
Machine - Job
1123

Paper machine running very good.
Messrs. E. £• Warner, F. M. Roberts, and D. Fescione of the General
ELectric Co. are still with us on the electrical end, and Messrs. Wilder
and McRae are still with us on the turbine end.

Train Shed Ex
tension - Job
1126

Brickwork in west wall completed and masons now laying up the
south wall •
Skylights all erected and glazed and the ventilators now being
installed on them.

Shartle Broke
Beater - Job
1127

Tub plates and roll all erected.
Concrete bottom of tub being poured.
ready for conorete.

Monitor Nozzles
Job 1128

On No. 1 pile there are two towers erected and a start made on a
tnird.
On No. 2 pile there are three towers erected (besides the original
one). Xtae of the towers completely riveted and pipe in place, and
a start made on the riveting of another.

Forms for drive shaft piers

Experimental installation of Basco De-Humidifiers in the Grinder
Baeco DeHumidifi er
Room is nearly completed.
Grinder Room
Jill No. 1

iiscellaneous

Wooden curb for new skylight over dry end of Nos. 9 and 10 erected
in place. Skylight not yet received.
Mr. J. 0. Woodsome visited Millinocket Tuesday, November 29th.
Messrs. Stafford and Kearns spent Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
November 28, 29 and 30 respectively, at Millinocket and EgSt Millinocket.
Mr. J. M. ftade, General ELectric Company, left Thursday, December
1st.
Mr. Anderson, Rice, Barton & Fales Co.’s erector, left Thursday,
December 1st.
Mr. F. Monroe, General Electric Co.’s foreman, left Friday night,
December 2nd, with his crew.

Diet. RV<

DATE MAILED
FORM

17

December 5, 1927

Engineer.

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

NOV.

21,

During the past week, the water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin
has shown a gain of 1,773 million cubic feet. Che gate open 9 feet and
another one open 3 feet at Ripogenus. Ripogenus full (elevation 944.00)
at 8:00 A.L. Wednesday,November 23rd.

Te-oay's Report:

Boiler ttouse
Changes - Jobs
1118 and 1119

letter no.

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

19 27 FROM Engineering Department

Ripogenus ELev. 944.00 Storage 30,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin "
488.00
"
10.600
M
Total Storage
40,600
•f

If

If

H

Insulation still being applied by Johns-Manvilla Company.

Can er on Winder!
No. 4 machine was equipped with a Cameron Winder Sunday, November 27th
Job 1120
and it started up very good this morning. This completes the Cameron
Winders at Millinocket.
No. 7 Paper
Machine - Job
1123

The following experts from General ELectric Co., arrived at Millin
ocket Tuesday, November 22nd to start up No. 7 paper machine. Messrs.
J. A. McRae, turbine operator from Lynn; E. G. Bromilow, turbine and drive
observer from Lynn; E. E. Warner and F. M. Roberts, electric drive experts
from Schenectady. Dryers started at 5:45 P.M. Wednesday, November 23rd.
Paper was taken onto the reel for the first time late Saturday
afternoon, November 26th, but not for shipping purposes. The machine
started up quite well this morning, November 28th, after one of the
Sheehan ropes had broke. Paper on the reel at 9:30 A.M., and at this
writing is making shipping rolls.
The machine is running at a speed of 725 Ft. per minute and running
very steady.

Train Shed Ex
tension - Job
.126

Skylight curbs all flashed, and eight skylights erected in place.
Three of the skylights completely glazed.
Brickwork is 80 percent complete.

Shartle Broke
Beater - Job
1127

The large beater roll is set in its bearings and a good start made
on the erection of the tub plates.

Monitor Nozzleni
Three 60 foot towers and one 40 foot tower was received from Megquier
Job 1128
& Jones Tuesday, November 22nd. The remaining six, 60 foot towers arrived
this morning, November 28th.
Two of the 60 foot towers all erected (but not riveted) and a start
made on another.
Miscell aneous

Mr. Anton Haug visited Millinocket Tuesday and Wednesday, November
22nd and 23rd.
Mr. J. 0. Woodsome visited Millinocket, Tuesday, November 22nd.
Messrs. Wade and Green of the General ELectric Co. arrived this
morning, November 28th.
Mr. Pike of Bailey Meter Co. arrived this morning, November 28th.
Messrs. S. Stafford and J. Kearns, of Rice-Burton & Fules, arrived
this morning, November 28th.

Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED
FORM

17

November 28, 1927

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

Mg—

14th

19 27FROM

Engineering Department

LETTER NO-

SUBJECT

DETAIL

Water Storage

A gain of 2,208 million cubic feet has been recorded in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin, since last Monday, November 14th. One
gate open 5 feet at Ripogenus. Rainfall for month of November to date at
Ripogenus is 4.98 inches and at Millinocket is 6.00 inches.
To-day’s Report

Ripogenus Elev. 943.80 Storage
North Twin
” 485.80
"
Total Storage

29,745 Mil. Cu. Ft.
9.082
" "
”
38,827
'* ”
M

Boiler House
Last panel of firing room floor and steps in Southwest corner of
Changes - Jobs building poured Thursday, November 17th. Insulation of flues and piping by
#1118 & #1119 Johns-Manville continues.
Cameron Winder: I
The installation of the Cameron Winder on No. 7 paper machine has been
Job #1120
completed, and tne one on No. 2 paper machine was installed Sunday, November
20th. No. 4 is the only machine not equipped with Cameron Winders at this
writing, and there is one on its way now for this machine.

No. 7 Paper
Machine - Job
#1123

Turbine will in all probability be
sometime during the day, November 21st.
pleted.
The two 75 H.P. Motors for #7 Nash
The 125 H.P. motor for #8 Nash pump due

turned over for trie first time,
Electrical work practically com

pumps received and being installed.
to arrive to-day.

Train Shed Ex
One coat of pitch has been applied to the entire surface of the con
tension - Job crete roof. Brickwork in the West wall is about 70% completed.
#1126
Trie skylight erector from Hahnel Brothers arrived Wednesday, November
16th, and at this writing has got 9 frames put together ready for erection.
Shartle Broke
Excavation completed, and the two concrete piers for roll bearings
Beater-Job 1127are poured.

Haug Refiner
Mill No. 1

This new refiner has been run off and on during the week while Mr.
Anton Haug and his brother experimented with it.

Monitor Nozzles
Job #3002
Complete shipment of Madison Towers made November 10th.
2077
East Millinocket Towers to be shipped about November 23rd.
1128
Three 60 feet towers and one 40 feet tower due to arrive at Millinocket
to-day, November 21st. All foundations, except one in Southwest corner
of #2 pile, are completed.

Miscellaneous

Cast Iron pipe columns in the basement of Millinocket barn to be
reinforced with Concrete, so as to prevent further deterioration.
Mr. Anton Haug visited Millinocket Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday,
November 15th, 16th, and 17th, respectively.
Mr. N. R. Bell of the Ingersoll Rand Company visited Millinocket &
East Millinocket, Tuesday & Wednesday November 15th and 16th, respectively.
Mr. V. S. Dennison, of the Paper & Textile Mach. Co. visited Millinock
et to-day, November 21st.

SIGNED
DATE MAILED
FORM

IT

Nov. 21, 1927

Engineer.

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

ff

19 27

from

Engineering Department
DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

k During the last week our storage has increased 1,982 million cubic fee•,<
The first snow of the season occurred Nov. 9th amounting to 1/2” snow
on the ground. Total precipitation for the week « 0.28”.

Ripogenus Elev. 942.60 Storage 28,225 Mil
North Twin ”
484.80
"
8,394
Total Storage
36,619

To-day’s Report

»»

Boiler House
Jobs 1118 & 19

48

letter no.

Cu. Ft.
it

w

w

H

A small crew have been erecting supports for piping over boiler feed
pumps. Insulation of flues and piping by Johns-Manville continues. Form
work started for last panel firing floor in southwest corner.
G. £. Barxer, Service Manager Crane Company was here the 11th and
12th re Crane non-return valvos.

Cameron Winderi
Job 1120

Cameron Winder for No. 1 paper machine installed Nov. 13th.
w
No. 7
now being installed,
w
No. 4
to be installed Nov. 20th.
n

H

N

w

M

H

»»

w

No. 7 Paper
Maohine - Job
1123

Stone roll for 3rd press unioading to-day. Placing felt rolls in
bar ament. Erecting agitator drive in maohine chest
Paper Lachins motors (D.C.) all lined up except winder drive. All
grouted except 1st dryer drive. Turbo-generator set all lined up and
grouted. Electrical work about 75% completed. Expect to be ready for
factory expert to start drive right after Thanksgiving day.
Alfred Zetterlund left Millinocket Nov. 10th, Anderson left in charge
of paper machine erection.

Train Shed Ex
tension - Job
1126

First coat pitch going on concrete roof. Brick work completed in
North and East walls. West wall 50% completed. Fan house plastered one
coat. New bricklayer arrived Nov. 7th (Total 6).

_

Jhartle Broke
Excavation 95% completed.
Beater Job 1127 basement, Nov. 13th.

0

Beater roll, shaft and pulley moved into

Monitor Nozzles
Job 3002
Maaison - Throe foundations completed, steel towers shipped Nov. 9th.
2077
E. Millinocket - Two foundations completed, Steel towers shipment promised
November 15th. Nozzles received.
1128
Millinocket - Nino foundations completed - stool towers shipment promised
November 16. Nozzles reooived.
iaug Refiner
ail No. 1

Installed and in operation. Mr. A. J. Haug here Thursday end Friday
Nov. 10th and 11th to start up. Returning Nov. 15th. Refiner operating
well
e

Misoellaneous

Messrs. Whitcomb, McKay and Bowler were at Madison Monday and Tuesday
Nov. 7th and 8th, and at St. Croix Mill, Woodland, Tuesday and Wednesday
Nov. 8th and 9th, at East Millinocket and Millinocket Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 9th and 10th.
Mr. L. M. Start, Sales Manager of Rice, Barton & Fales was here
Nov. 8th.
Messrs. Gus Johnston and William Jardine of Madison mill were hero
Nov. 9th and 10th.
(Ober)
SIGNED

DATE MAILED
FORM

17

Nov. 14, 1927

Engineer.

Miscellaneous
Continued

*
Mr
Campbell of Nashua River Paper Company oalled at East Millinocket
and Millinocket re purchase of Moore paper machine screens.
/a
Mrs Whitt y of Riley Stoker Company oalled Nov. 10th
Mr. Ward H. Pitkin of Ci ver Continuous Filter Co. called Nov 10th.
♦

4

I
t

+

1

♦
♦

\‘

<

<

c

(

<

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
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19 27 FROM Engineering Department

■Oct. 31,

44

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

LETTER NO.

•Cn Friday, November 4th, a very severe rain storm was experienced.
Ripogenus recorded 2.76 inches and Millinocket 3.73 inches. This gives
us to date in November at Ripogenus 3.31 inches and at Millinocket 4.18
inches. The storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has gained 2,767 Mil. Cu.Ft.
since Monday, October 31st. One gate at Ripogenus open 5 feet.
A

s
*
To-day

Boiler House
Changes - Jobs
1118 and 1119

No. 7 Paper
Machine - Job
1123

Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 941.55 Storage 26,923 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ” 483.80
“
7.714 *
"
*
Total Storage
34,637 M

The waterproofing of the new roof has boon completed.

Dryer felt rolls all in place and about 80/C of the dryer gears
installed. The calender stack is erected with the exception of the doctors.
The motors for the wire, and the three press drives are lined, leveled
and grouted at this writing. Switchboard being wired and wires being
pulled thru conduits.
Mr. Wilder, G. E. Turbine erector, arrived at Millinocket Tuesday,
November 1st and has mode a fairly good start on the turbo-generator set.

Train Shed Ex
Concrete roof of the fan house for //9 and ^10 has been poured and the
tension - Job ay-rib for the wells being placed. Fan was started up this morning, Nov.
1126
7th.
Another section of roof being poured this morning. Formwork for the
balance of the roof should be completed by the middle of this week.
Megquier & Jones steel crew (Jack Adams foreman) completed the steel
irork Thursday, Nov. 3rd and left Millinocket that evening.
Shartle Beater
First carload of Shartle Beater received at mill Thursday Nov. 3rd
Job 1127
.nd Mr. Lane advises the other car should be hero to-day, Nov. 7th.
Excavation still going on for same.

ionitor Noxlies
On No. 1 pile there are now four foundations completed, the footing
or another one poured, and the excavation for the last one about one-half
Job 1128
ompl eted.
No work on No. 2 pile this week.

finishing Mach
ine - Mill #1 1

The steel framework for the new stand is being erected this morning,
7th. Paste boxes, pinch rolls and cutter are all under erection,
changed to increase speed and new air cylinders ready to be installed.

l&ug Refiner
Jill No. 1

This installation is now complete and ready to be tried out.

Miscellaneous

Mr. Bowler returned from Madison Tuesday night, November 1st.
Mr. Prouty returned from Brassua Saturday, November 5th.
The t en Bacoo De-Humidifiers were t aken down from over ;/8 paper machine
Sunday, Nov. 6th. They are being hauled to the Grinder Room for try out
there.

Diet. RVW

DATE MAILED
FORM

IT

November 7th, 1927

S,GNED

Engineer

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

Qg^ober 24

19

27FROM

Engineering Department

43

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

LETTER NO.

There has been a gain in the storage of Ripogenus and North Twin,
of 2,308 million cubic feet, since last Monday, October 24th. One gate
at Ripogenus remains open 5 feet.

To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev
North Twin
•»

e

940.20 Storage 25,278 Mil
482.15
”
6.592
Total Storage
31,870

Cu. Ft.

it

t»

w

H

w

«

AT' RIPOGxMUS

October
Average
January
Average
Average

Boiler Hous
*
Changes - Job
1118 & 1119

(1927) to Date
October Rainfall
let to Date
let ten month
*
Annual

6.59°
3.86”
34.70” .
35.22”
42.52”

7.29”
3.58”
35.90”
31.18”
36.94”

The Foundation Co.’s steel crew is back from the paper machine job,
and are erecting miscellaneous smeOLl steel•
About one-third of the new roof is entirely water,roofed. The re
mainder of the roof is completed with the exception of some flashing and
the final coating of pitch and gravel.

No. 7 Paper
Machine - Job
1123

Bird screens now completely erected on their foundations. The motors
for the wire drive and the three press drives were moved to their approx
imate positions Sunday, Oct. 3cth. The last dryer was hoisted into its
bearings at 4:30 F.M. Friday, Oct. 28th. The frames for the dryer section
are all erected and a start made on the dryer felt rolls at this writing.
Last batch of foundation plates set Sunday, October 30th.
Messrs. Monroe (foreman), Smith, Jones and Murray of the General
Electric Company arrived at the mill Wednesday A.L. October 26th. Mr.
ELoyd arrived this morning, October 31st. Switchboard panels all erected
(e.i. stood in place but not aired) Friday A.M., Oct. 28th. Started
Fulling wire into conduits Saturday, Oct. 29th.
Centrifugal and vacuum pumps in basement now being set.

Train Shed Ex
tension. Job
1126

The steel for the fan house of #9 and #10, ha
*
been moved up into its
new position, the new floor concreted, and the equipment bei-g replaced.
At this writing there are but two more trusses to be erectea, and these
will be in place before 5 o’clock to-night, October 31st.
First section of concrete roof being poured to-day (5 buys).
Masons laying up brick wall.

We have been notified that the Shartle Broke Beater was shipped from
Shortle Beater
Middletown,
Ohio, on October 25th and 26th. Started excavation Oct. 28th.
Job 1127

On No. 1 pile there is one foundation completed, and the footings of
Monitor Nozzles
three
more poured.
Job 1128
Os No. 2 pile there are now 3 foundations completed.
A new gear has been made so as to speed up the rolls from 15 r.p.m. to
Finishing Mach
ine - Mill #1 22 r.p.m. Also 4” diameter air cylinders are being made to replace the
old 3” ones on the air kicker device.
We learned from Lr. Start of Rice, Burton & Fules Go., on his recexit
visit here, that the Crown Willamette Taper Co., and the Washington Fulp
& Taper Corp, were using finishing uuchines fundamentally the suae as ours.
DATE MAILED
FORI

October 31, 1927

SIGNED

Engineer.
/

Finishing Mach- He has promised to send the writer all the information thut he secured from
ine * Mill $1
it.

Haug Refiner
Mill $1
Miscellaneous

Installation still going on.

Because of complaints originating from the Carpenters and Joiners
Union at Millinocket, Charles M. Kimball, General Organizer of the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, called on Messrs. Hume
and Bowler Thursday, October 27th. He discussed the unionizing and working
on an eight hour day basis, the carpenters employed by the Founootion Co.
Names, Addresses, and Wage Rates of carpenters locally employed by the
Foundation Company were given to Mr. Kimball, but no agreement made us
to proposed change.
Mr. V. S. Dennison, of the Paper & Textile Machinery Co., visited
Millinocket on Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25th and 26th.
Mr. Webber of the Waterville Iron WorkB, visited Wednesday, Oct. 26th.
Mr. otart of Rice, Barton & Fales, visited Thursday, Oct. 27th.
Frank Keenan of the Boston office visited Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, October 27th, 23th and 29th respectively.
Messrs. Bowler, Prouty and Chase left for Madison to-day October
31st •

Diet. RVW
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

1927 FROM Engineering Department

A gain of 1,601 million oubio feet has been recorded in the water
i storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monaay,, October 17th. One
gate at Ripogenus open 8 feet until this morning when closed to 5 feet.
Rainfell for the month of October (to date) at Ripogenus is 6.55 inches
and at Millinocket is 5.95 inches.
To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 938.68 Storage 23,474 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ”
481.40
"
6.088 *
”
"
Total Storage
29,562 "
*
*

Boilere 11 and 12 were put onto the line Friday, October 21st, and
Boiler House
Changes • Jobs are taking on their share of the mill load this morning, the 2£th.
1118 and 1119
About 60% of the new roof ie ready for the final coat of pitch and
gravel. The remainder hue only had the first coat of pitch.
No. 7 Paper
Machine Job 1123

Final section of main floor poured to-day, October 24th and the
^foundation plates laid do^n to the calender.
The Bird screens have been moved onto their foundations but not set
in place yet. The fourdriniar parte and press parts are practically all
in place and a goodly portion of the frames bolted to the foundation plates.
On Friday, October 21st, a start on the dryer section was made.
Excavation for the turbine and generators completed Saturday, October
22nd, and pert of concrete poured. Turbine being moved inside this morning,
jthe 24th. Electricians placing conduit for switchboard to generator con
nections. General ELectric crew to arrive Wednesday morning, October 26th.

A start on the dismantling of the fan house for ^9 A tfLQ was made
Train Shed Ex
tension - Job Sunday morning, October 23rd and at 8 o’clock this morning the equipment
was all removed and the fan house practically all removed.
1126
There are five more trusses to be erected.
Masons laying up brick.
Ctt Friday, October 21st, 6 rolls of paper were finished on the finish
Finishing Mach
ing
machine,
using a full width wrap and 3 turns of outside banus. Ths
ine - Mill #1
average weight of this protection was well under 13 pounds. These rolls
were shipped to the Froviaence Journal, so that it may be determined if
this amount of protection is sufficient.

Monitor Nozzle
Job 1128

Cta jfl pile, three excavations ore completed and another one started.
Cta
pile there are now two foundations completed and the footing
on a third being poured to-day, the 24th.
Men are being used on this job intermitt anti y as they can be spared
from the paper machine job.

Haug Refiner
Mill

The Haug refiner and thickener have been received and work has been started
on the installation of sama.

Miscellaneous

Messrs.FL T. Dolbeare and A. Blake visited Millinocket on Thursday,
October 20th.
Messrs. A. F. Lane and Hooper and Mr. Knight, Mechanical Superintendent
of Bangor A Aroostook Railroad, visited Millinocket on Thursday, October 20tl
Mr. Kittridge (of the B. A A.) visited Millinocket Friday, October 21st(
regards car insulation.
Diet. RW

DATE MAILED
FORM

October 24th, 1927

Engineer.

Mr. Leach, Taylor Stoker Go., visited Millinocket this morning,
Miscellaneous
October 24th.
Continued
*
Mr
Fart a ch, Roes Engineering Co., visited Millinocket this morning,
October 24th.
Mr. C. H. Johnson of Babcock & Wilcox Com any called Thursday, October
2Oth» and exhibited moving pictures showing shop equipment and manufacture of
B. 1 W. Boilers, in lien’s Room in the evening.

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

OctoberlQ>

Engineering Department

LETTER NO.

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

19^7 FROM

Since last Monday October 10th, the water storage of Ripogenus and
North Twin has shrunk 1,049 million cubic feet. One gate at Ripogenus
remains open 8 feet.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 938.82 Storage 23,636 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 478.75
M
4.325 "
* "
Total Storage 27,961 *
* M

Boiler House
Changes • Jobs
1118 and 1119

Boilers 11 and 12 not on the line yet, due to the fact that most
of the pipers are working on $7 paper machine.
Hahnel Bees, have mopped the entire surface of the roof with pitch
and about one-third of the felt is in place.
Insulation being applied to flue and pipes.

No. 7 Paper
Machine -Job
1123

Concrete floor from the Beater Room wall down to the dryers finished
Thursday, October 13th, and the foundation plates on this section (wet
end) laid on Friday and Saturday October 14th and 15th. Concrete for
Bird screen foundations poured Sunday, October 16th. Erection of the
new machine started this morning, Monday October 17th.
Excavation for turbine foundation still going on. Turbine and gen
erators received at mill Tuesday, October 11th. First section of concrete
on mezzanine floor of the Beater Room poured Friday, October 14th,and
last section poured to-day, October 17th.
Nash pumps received Saturday, October 15th.

Train Shed Ex
tension - Job
1126

During the past week nine of the old boiler house trusses have been
repaired and erected in place. Riveting started Saturday, October 15th.
Brickwork started on Saturday, October 15th. Three carloads of brick
received.

Ventilation
Grinder Room
Mill Bo. 1

The six exhaust fans have been installed (with their copper outlets)
in the monitor over the grinder room. Now waiting for the necessary
switches, so that the electrical work may be done.

A start has been made so that the wraps and bands may be mounted
Finishing Mach
over the rolls and applied under tension.
ine - Mill #1
Miscellaneous

Last carload of the old $7 paper machine left the mill Monday,
October 10th. Twenty-seven oars used.
Mr. S. Stafford of Rioe, Barton & Fales visited Millinocket on
Wednesday and Thursday, October 12th and 13th.
Mr. Robinson arrived this morning, October 17th regards the Bacco
Do-Humidifiers. No. 7 and 8 machine room have been sealed off from the
rest of the maohine room by means of a canvas partition.

Diet. RVW
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19 27
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49

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

Engineering Department

During the past week a shrinkage of 1,300 million cubie feet has been
recorded in the storage of Ripogenus and North Twin. One gate at Ripogenus
open 8 feet.

s
*
To-aay

Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 940.20 Storage 25,278 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin "
477.85
"
3,732
«
*
Total Storage
29,010
”

Boiler House
Changes - Job
1118 and 1119

Boilers 9 and 10 still cn the line and operating regularly as a part
of our steam plant. Drying out fires still under boilers 11 and 12, and
will probably go on the line the last of this week. Brick masons have
completed washing down the outside of the building and all stagings are
removed.
Hahnel Bros.
*
crew arrived Wednesday, October 5th and have mopped
one-half of the naw concrete roof with pitch. The patch from the new boiler
house onto the electrical repair shop roof is complete except final coating
of pitch ana gravel.

Io. 7 Paper
(achine - Job
.123

The last of the old #7 machine was taken out of the room at 4 P. M.
Tuesday, October 4th, and the entire machine is shipped with the exception
of one car of miscellaneous parts that will go out to-night.
Form work started on new floor on Wednesday morning, Oct. 5th, and
first batch of concrete pGured Saturday morning, Oct. 8th. This batch
goes from the beater room wall down to the couch pit. Forms being removed
from same this morning. Form work down to and including third press pit
well under way.
GLd mezzanine floor over engine room demolished and new steel all in
with exception of one piece. Forms started. Excavation for steam turbine
foundation started Sunday, Oct. 9th.
ELectrical conduit from resistors down the center of room (underneath
floor) all in place, and conduit for motors on tack side of machine well
under way.
Mr. Lane advises us that two carloads of turbine from G. E. Co. will
arrive in Millinocket to-morrow, Oct. 11th.
No more night work on No. 7 installation per veibal order to F. C.
Bowler from -r. Whitcomb, Friday morning, Oct. 7th.

I rain Shed Ex
tension - Job
1L26.

The eight new trusses on the south end of extension have been erected
In place but not riveted. Crew has started work on remodeling of old
trusses this morning Oct. 10th. First earload of brick hss been received
and practically all unloaded.

Monitor Nozzle
Fob 1128

Ais cell ane ous

jllso

Cta #2 pile there is one foundation all canpleto ready for the steel.
one footing poured and one excavation completed.
On #1 pile there are three excavations completed.

Mr. Crandall of A. J. Morse & Co. calx ed to test and photograph 2000
gallon Monitor Nozzle, Oct. 6tg.
J. Ogden Mosely, Stoker Operator, left Oct. 7th.
Mr. Nevins returned to Millinocket, Friday night, Oct. 7th.
/Yr.

'•A
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

19

A shrinkage of 1647 million cubic feet has been recorded in the storagi
of Ripogenus and North Turin since last Monday, Sept. 26th. Ctae gate at
Ripogenus was opened 5 feet at 9:30 A.M. Sept. 27th.

To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus ELev. 941.08 Storage 26,348 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin "
478.20
*•
3.962
Total Storage
30,310
w

w

w

H

w

Qa account of shutting down No. 7 paper machine and starting up the
shredder to-day, we have shut off all electric current coming from Dolby
to increase the discharge from the Millinocket Mill and on Sunday Oct. 2nd,
opened two deep gates 1 foot each in addition to sluice gate 2’-3" open at
Millinocket Lake. This in order to furnish the Lower Mill with sufficient
water for pulp grinding. On October 2nd Millinocket Lake was 3 feet below
the crest of the dam.
Boiler House
Changes - Jobs
1118 and 1119

Boilers 9 and 10 were put on the line on the morning of Sept. 30th
and to-day are operating regularly as a part of our steam plant. Che
battery of the old boilers being shut down. Boilers 11 and 12 had drying
out fires put under them Saturday October 1st. Brick masons are setting
the concrete coping on top of the boiler house parapet to-day.
Construction work on all jobs at the mill is now suspended on account
of the removal of No. 7 paper machine which began on Sunday October 2nd.

Work on the removal of No. 7 paper machine and its driving equipment
No. 7 Paper
Machine - Job was started at 8 o’clock on Sunday October 2nd. At 2:30 P.M. to-day,
October 3rd, all parts of the paper machine above the main floor have been
1123
removed from the room except the dryer section. This dryer section has
been stripped of small rolls and small frames and the first dryer removed
from the machine and the room at 2:30 P.M. The foundation plates between
the screens and ths dryers are removed and shipped. Removal of the old
concrete floor was started Sunday night and is well under-way.
In the basement the back line shaft, quarter turn drives, etc. are
removed from the room and piping is coming down this afternoon. The steam
engine cylinder is outdoors, all small parts removed for boxing, and the
main frame is on skidway headed for outdoors.
The first car load shipment to Nashua River Paper Company was hauled
out on Saturday. This contained pumps and miscellaneous small parts. Five
additional cars had been hauled out at 2 P.L. Monday. Three cars are load
ed and one car loading. This is a total of ten cars which we expect to
have hauled out before the end of the second day.
Train Shed
flattens ion
Job 1126.

Miscellaneous

Pict. FOB

W. L. Adams, Supt. of Megquier & Jones Company was here this morning
with foreman who will erect the new steel and rebuild and erect the old
boiler house trusses for the Train Shed Extension. His crew is expected to
arrive here to-night. Two cars of structural steel for this work have
arrived and are set ready for unloading. Requisition for services of
Megquier & Jones crew is issued to-day.
Messrs. Whitcomb, McKay and I. Schenck arrived at Millinocket Tuesday
Sept. 27th. Mr. Schenck, leaving on the 28th and Messrs. Whitcomb and
McKay on the 29th.
Mr. Wilbert Campbell of the Nashua River .Paper_Co. arrived Saturday
A.M. October 1st to observe loading or the old Nb» 7 machine.
SIGNED

DATE MAILED
FORM
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October 3, 1927

Engineer
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38

DETAIL

A shrinkage of 862 million cubic feet has been recorded in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin, since last Monday, Sept. 19th. All
gates at Ripogenus still remain dosed.

Water Storage

Today’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 941.40 Storage 26,740
North Twin
” 480.10
“
5*217
31,957
Total Storage

h

H• Cu alt.
*♦

M

”

*
HI

n

*
foreman, Mr. Potter
Settings for boilers 11 A 12 completed and Hoss
Boiler House
Changes - Jobs and crew left Millinocket Wednesday night, Sept. 21st.
$118 & 1119
J* E. Walsh, Carrick Control erector arrived Wednesday Sept. 21st,
and a goodly portion is now in place

C. R. Cole, Soot Blower erector, has completed installation ahd left
town Friday night, Sept. 23rd.

Mr. Martin, B. A W. Erector, left twwn Friday night, Sept. 23rd.
The masons have the South and «/est wall (south of the stack) laid to
within about 4 feet of the roof, steal platforms, walkways, etc. now being
riveted and erected. Fan room walls in basement plastered, and erecting
hyrib on housing above main floor. Piping still being erected.
Foundation Company dismantling their derrick.

The insulation on the new steel flue from the wood burning boilers is
Electrical Re
about 75% completed.
pair Shop Job $124
Id ground wood tank now cumpetely demolished.

Jhite >/ater
Tank - Job
$122

Steal machine chest in the basement practically all riveted and it
is lined and levelled into place. A start made this morning on the agita
tor drive equipment.

#7 Paper Ma
chine - Job
$123
I

Calender piers in basement poured to within 4 feet of main floor on
Wedensday, Sept. 21st. Started tearing out engine room partition on same
date.

The old j/7 Paper Machine is now about 98% marked for shipment
Mr. Anderson, Rice, Barton A Kales, erector arrived in Millinocket
this morning Sept. 26th.

Mr. Zetterland is expected to-morrow.
The installation of the ten De-Humidifiers were completed yesterday and
Bacco De-Humd1
put into operation this morning, Sept. 26th. Mr. Robinson arrived this
difier - #8
Pap er Machine morning, oept • 26th.
DATE MAILED
FORM

Installation of heading machine in front of
paper machine completed
and the power rolls for wrapping will be completed to-night, Sept. 26th.

Miscellaneous

The 40 foot tower and monitor nozzle were tried out Tuesday, Sept.
21st and again on Thursday, Sept. 22nd. On the latter uate Mr. Crandell of
A. J. Morse & Son, was present. Work has been started for ten more and at
this writing excavation is completed for two of the tower foundations.

Messrs. R. W. Hamilton, Asst. Supt., Nashua River Paper Co., John F.
Davis and Chester T. Davis arrived in Millinocket Saturday morning, Sept.
24th, regards the shipping of our old ;/7 paper machine. They left this
morning, Sept. 26th.

Diet. R.V.W.

Date mailed
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Engineer.
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SUBJECT

Water Storage

Engineering Department

A shrinkage of 797 million cubic feet has been recorded in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin during the past week. All gates at
Ripogenus remain closed.

s
*
To-day

Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 940.73 Storage 25,921. Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin "
482.60
"
6.898 "
"
Total Storage
32,819 "

Boiler House
Job #1118 and
1119

Drying fires still under #9 and #10 boilers.
Steam and water piping still under erection. Diamond soot blowers
are being installed under supervision of C. R. Cole, erector, who arrived
at Millinocket Thursday, September 15th.
Carrick control now being installed, erecting steel platforms and
gratings for walkways.
Settings for boilers #11 and #12 should be completed about the
middle of this week.

Electrical Re
pair Shop
Job 1124

Mr. Brierly, Johns-Manville Foreman, arrived Millinocket Thursday,
September 15th, and has started applying insulation to wood burning boilers
new flue.

White Water
Tank - Job 1122

Removing old concrete Bround Wood Tank, Piping, Etc.
The two sulphite pumps have been relocated and were put into
operation yesterday Sept. 18th, 1927.

No. 7 Paper
Machine - Job
1123

Steal machine chest in basement about 85% riveted. Shafting piers
cut off and excavations for concrete foundations are practically completed.
Excavation for calender piers completed and the forms practically finished
so that concrete may be poured to-morrow.
Material coming in good. Motors for wire, 1, 2 & 3rd press, and
dryers received during the week.
Started marking dry end of old machine preparatory to dismantling,
Sept. 18th.

Bacco De
Humidifiers
#8 Paper Mach
ine - Mill #1

The ten Bacco De-Humidifiers were erected over #8 paper machine
(on the trusses) yesterday, September .18th. They were not put into
operation as it will require another Sunday to install sheaves, rope
drive, piping, etc.

Miscellaneous

Installation of heading machines in front of #9 paper machine
practically completed. Power rolls for putting on wraps now being
installed.
Steel monitor nozzle tower erected, ana riveted. Monitor nozzle
connected, but not triea out yet.
John A. Ross visited Millinocket Wednesday, September 14th.
J. 0. Woodsome visited Millinocket Thursday, September 15th.

Diet. R.V.W.
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September 19, 1927

Engineer.
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An apparent shrinkage of only 212 million cubic feet is recorded
during the past week. This small rate is largely duo to the draining
of Cauoomogomoo Lake into Ripogenus.

To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 940.07
North Twin
”
484.95
Total Storage

Cu. Ft.
••

n

w

H

Boiler House
Job 1118 and
1119

Drying fires under $9 and 10 boilers since Sept. 8th.
Erecting steam and water piping. Erecting walkways north side of
No. 9 boiler.
Dampers all set in air ducts and new duct out thru into old main.
Steel all up for Blast Fan Room, Steel connections, air duct to
furnaoes erected.
Boiler Settings $11 and 12, 80% completed.

Electrical Re
pair Shop
Job 1124

Concrete roof finished.
for wood burning boibers.

Cameron Winders
Job 1120

Rods for insulation installed on flue

Cameron Winder installed on No. 3 machine Sept. 11th.

White Water
Tank - Job 1122

Removing old oonoreto Ground Wood Tank, Piping, Etc.
Foundations ready for relocation of Sulphite Pumps and Motor, one
pump in new location and a good start on piping made Sept. 11th.

io. 7 Paper
Machine - Job
LI 23

Maohine chest steel plates erected now being riveted. Most of
the old shafting piers cut off and five excavated ready for concrete
foundations.
Excavation for calender piers 80% completed.

Jroko Beaters
Job 2067

Completing broke chest, foundations for permanent Jordan,pumps, Etc.
All old beaters removed.

Sulphite Breaker
Job 2068

Pulp Conveyors completed and in use.

Machine Room
{oof - Job 2071

Completed.

Miscellaneous

Excavation completed and foundation building for tryout of machine
finishing in front of No. 9 paper machine.
New Monitor Nozzle for wood piles here. Steel for tower here.
Excavation for foundation 90% completed.
Mr. F. G. Robinson, Treasurer, Boston Air Conditioning Company
hero Tuesday, Sept. 6th.
Ten Bacoo do-humidifiers received Sept. 12th.
Mr. F. S. Crowell, Foundation Company, here Wednesday Sept. 7th.
New Concrete Bridge over Millinocket Stream at Central Street
opened to public Sept. 10th.
Tom Fraser, Stoker Iterator, arrived Sept. 12th.

Diet. FCB
DATE MAILED
FORM
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

A shrinkage of 1234 million cubic feet was recorded for week ending
Sept. Sth. Che gate open 3 feet at Ripogenus.

Water Storage

Sept. 5th
s
*

Report:

Ripogenus Elevation 939.41 Storage 24,333 Mil. Cu
North Twin
M
486.45
"
9,495 "
Total Storage
33,828 "
w

M

Brick work south end up to top of Pump Room.
Basement floor all concreted but 3 small sections.
Setting dampers in air duct. Blast Fane and Motors installed.
Boiler Settings 9 and 10 osmpletod, 11 and 12 are 75% done.
Both new flues are completed and fires again started in wood
burners Thursday, Sept. 1st.
Now erecting steam, exhaust, boiler feed and water piping.
Coal spouts and hoppers completely erected for Mo. 9 and 10 boilers.

Boiler House
Changes - Job
1118 & 1119

ELeotrical
Repair Shop
Job 1124

Concrete floor for extension of Electrical Department finished
Sept. 6th.

Removing old concrete t anks and piping and preparing to relocate
White Water
Tank - Jeb 1122 Sulphite Pumps Sunday Sept. 11th.
How No. 7 Pa.
Aaohine - Job
LI 23

Now steel maohine chest being assembled and riveted.
Foundation Company crew started cutting off old shafting piers
Tuesday, Sept. 6th.

Dolby Log Sluice
Job 2073

Finished Sept. 1st.

Sulphite Breaks;r
Seater - Job
2068

Put in service September 1st.

Hscel aneous

E. W, Prouty returned from Brassua Dam and reported to Engineering
Department, August 30th.
R. P. Gardner (Foundation Co. Auditor) here Aug. 30 and 31.
H. W. Calder (Cleveland Worm & Gear Co.) called August 31st.
Mr. Venable (Ingersoll-Rand Co.) called Sept. 1st.
Mr. Robinson (Boston Air Conditioning Co. here Sept. 6th.

Diet. FCB
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A shrinkage of 1,477 million cubic feet has been recorded in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, August 22nd. One
gate open 3 feet at Ripogenus this morning.
To-uay’s Report:

Ripgenus Elev. 939.75 Storage 24,738 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin M 487.60
*
10,324
"
Total Storage
35,062 .
"
**

Boiler House
Changes - Jobs
1118 and 1119

Masons laying briok in west and south walls. Lections of basement
floor being concreted. Concrete retaining wall entirely poured.
Boiler settings for $9 and $10 are 99% completed. The bridge wall of
$11 and $L2 is finished and a start made on one and wall and the center wall
The hole for the new smoke flue in the old chimney has been success
fully out and Carl Doerner, Custodis Chimney Co.’s foreman left Saturday
night, August 27th. The new steel flue may now be entered into the chimney.
<3.d ash tank practically all demolished.

Electrical Re
pair Shop
Job 1124

The new steel smoke flue from the old wood burning toilers is erected
and partly welded. Structural steel for the floor extension is erected
and riveted and floor forms being built.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

The did 24" groundwood pump and motor have been removed and the third
new direct connected groundwood pump installed in place but not operating.
Concrete walls of the old ground wood stock chest are now being demolished.
Countershafting for the new location of the present sulphite pumps is be±ng
placed.

$7 Paper Mach
ine - Job 1123

Switchboard
Job 2066

Erection of the steel stock chest in the basement has been started.
Suction couch and press rolls have been received and this morning
the calender stack was received.
Switchboard work all done but waiting for additional cable to come
before the last six panels c^n be put in service.

This job practically completed.
Dolby Log Sluice
Saturday, August 27th.
left
Job 2073

W. Lo./itz, Foundation Co.’s foreman,

The beater itself is completely erected. Drives for beater and pump
Sulphite Breaker•
is
being
installed. Also conveyor, This beater will be started up sameBeater - Job
time
this
week.
2068
Machine Room
Roof - Job 2071

Miscallaneous

Practically completed.

Mr. Torsten Samson, Swedish Ventilating Engineer, visited Millinocket
and East Millinocket on Tuesday and Wednesday, August 23rd and 24th respectively.
Mr. Dolbeare visited Millinocket and East Millinocket Wednesday,
August 24th.
Mr. Webber, Waterville Iron Works, called Thursday, August 25th.
Mr. Oscar Hohnel of Hahnel Bros, visited Millinocket Thursday,
August 25th.
Diet. RVW
SIGNED
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SUBJECT
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Boiler House
Job 1119

15f

19 27 FROM Engineering Department

LETTER NO.

33

DETAIL

’

The water storage of Ripogonus and North Twin hub shown a shrinkage
of 123 million cubic feet since last Monday, August 15th. Che deep gate
at Ripogenus open 8 feet this morning.
?Qo
XT
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. -mr99- Storage 34,952-Mil. Cu. Ft
North Twin ”
489.$5
Total Storage
-3$,«62- "
3d
Masons laying brick in west wall south of stack and also have started
the south wall. Brickwork of wineh house completed and forms for roof
completed so that it may be concreted to-day. Pouring concrete footing
of retaining wall this morning.
Work was discontinued on the settings of boilers 9 and 10 Wednesday,
August 17th so that the drums might be readily accessible for the insurance
inspection. Mr. G.A. Fossett arrived '
to inspect boilers
9, 10, 11 and 12 for the Insurance Comp an . betting crew working on
bridge wall of 11 and 12.
Taylor stokers on boilers 11 and 12 completed and Mr. Coennan, erector,
left Millinocket Thursday, August 18th.
Steel flue progressing rapidly. Carl Doerner, Custodis Chimney Co.’s
foreman, arrived on job Thursday, August 18th, and is cutting hole in old
chimney for new flue entrance.
dd ash hopper about 85% demolished. Wood Burning boilers shut down
Saturday, August 20th.

Elect. Repair
Shop - Job
1124

Bull Screen
Job 1121

Ayggg-fc

»»

w

»»

If

CLd brick flue demolished, preparatory to erecting new & tool flue.
Bull Screen put into operation Sunday afternoon, August 21st.
started up very good and is running satisfactorily this morning.

It

Material for this job continues to come in, including the steel stock
#7 Paper Mach
ine - Job 1123 chest from D. M. Dillion Steam Boiler Works.
Another Cameron winder was installed yesterday. August 2Lst. This
Cameron Winders
Job 1120
one was put on No. 6 machine and it started up very good this morning.
i

Switchboard
Job 2066

Still working on the last six panels.

Tub and roll of beater all set in place on concrete piers, floor
Sulphite Break >
will be concrsted this week. Overflow box and pump all set in place.
er Beater Concrete piers for conveyor supports completed, but no steel erected.
Job 2068

Dam Repairs
Job 2072

This summer’s work completed and the Foundation Company moved up
to Dolby.

Dolby Log Sluice
Stripping forms from pier and building coffer dam preparatory to
installing new steel log sluice gate.
Job 2U73

Machine Room
Roof - Job
2071

Cork insulation all placed.
yet to be laid.
Diet. RVW

About 4000 Sq. Ft. of top ply of paper
(Over)

SIGNED

DATE MAILED
FORI

August 22, 1927

-----

Sngin eer

Mi sc ell aneous

Mr. McKay, Asst, to General Manager, visited Millinocket and
East Millinocket Tuesday and Wednesday, August 16th and 17th.
Mr. B. K. Hough, Richardson Scale Company, visited Millinocket
Thursday, August 18th.
Mr. A. E. Broughton (Broughton System) left Millinocket August
16th.
—
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19 27 FROM Engineering Department
t

<

DETAIL

SUBJECT

c

Water Storage

A 8krinkage of 378 million cubic feet has been recorded in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, Aug. 8th. Che deep
gate open 3 feat at Ripogenus. Ripogenus reported a rainfall of 3.10
**
yesterday, Aug. 14th, fur a total to date in Auguet of 4.10 inches. At
Millinocket several heavy rains have totaled the August precipitation to
date to 4.43 inches.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 939.93 Storage 24,952 Mil. Cu . Ft.
North Twin
489.60
"
11.710
"
Total Storage
36,662
**
H

n

H

st

Skylights completed on Friday August 12th and mill painters now glazing
Boiler House
Changes the sash. Removing forms from the roof. Concreted another section of
firing room floor (now about 95% completed). Concreted middle floor of
Job 1118 &
winch house, and erecting structural steel for rampway. The masons are
1119
laying brick in the west well south of stack. Piles for retaining wall
driven.
Boiler Settings for No. 9 and No. 10 are about 75% completed.
Stokers for No. 11 and No. 12 nearing completion.
Steel Flue about 50% erected.
CLU Ash Hopper about 30% demolished.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

Timbers for perforated screen plates being placed and some of the
plates now oeing secured in place. Steel trash spout installed. One of
the new *
4 inch pumps moved to its approximate location, and another one
ready to oe placed as soon as foundation for same is completed. Pipers
erecting large cast iron pipe systems.

<o. 7 Paper
■lac hi no • Job
1123

Three more dryers received, making a total of 35 now on hand. Receiv
ing dryer and head box received this morning. Structural floor steal
received and unloaded.

Cameron Winders
■Che of the new Cameron winders was installed on No. 5 machine Sunday,
August 14th. Started up very good.
Job 1120
Working on the last six panels and will probably put them in service
next Sunday.

Switchboard
Job 2066

Excavation completed and the roll set up in place.
Sulphite Break
the tub castings in place.
er Beater Job 2068
Dam Repairs
Job 2072

Guniting completed.

Dolby Log Sluice
New pier concreted
steel gate.
Job 2073

Machine Room
Roof, Job 2071
Miscellaneous

Also about 25% of

Goffer Dem to be flooded to-morrow, August 16th.
Coffer Dam being built so as to install the new

About 500 Sq. Ft. of cork and about 4,000 Sq. Ft. of paper to be laid.

Welter Handley of the Madison Mill visited Millinocket Thursday, Aug.
12th, accompanied by J. Dwyer of the New York office.
Diet. RVW
(Over)
SIGNED

DATE MAILED
FORM
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Engineer

Mi so ell aneous
(Continued)

C. J. Morrill of C. J. Merrill, Tnc., contractor on boiler house flue
job, visited Millinocket Friday, August 12th.
Mr. Bowler left for Madison Friday noon August 12th accompanied by W.
Robertson, government representative on depreciation of mill property.
Returned Saturday night August 13th.
John A. Ross called Saturday August 13th.

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
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FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

SUBJECT

Water Storage

1927

19

FROM

Department

LETTER NO.

DETAIL

I

The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has shrunk 1,861 Million
Cubic Feet during the past week. Che deep gate open 4 feet and another one
8 feet at Ripogenus this morning. Rainfall at Ripogenus for the month of
July was 4.17 inches and at Millinocket 4.91 inches.

To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus ELev. 941.45 Storage 26,802 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin "
488.20
M
10.738 ’’
Total Storage
37,540 "
M
"

The last section of concrete roof is poured. Six of the nine sky
Boiler House
Changes -Job lights are passed in. Forms for concreting another section of firing
floor are under construction. The masons are laying up the west wall
1118 A 1119
south of the old stack, and also the walls of the winch house which is
about 50% completed.
Stokers are finished for boilers $9 and $10 and a good start made on
$11 and $12.
Boiler settings for $9 and $10 are about 60 percent completed, and
the baffle walls for all four boilers will be completed to-night.
O. Aaskov, steel fluo erector for C. J. Merrill Inc., arrived at
Millinocket Thursday, August 4th to install flues.
QLd ash hopper is being demolished.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

Millwrights erecting structural steel and framing timbers for screen
support.

Further experimenting with preheated liquor was carried on last week
Preheating Sul”
and
several
cooks were blown inside of seven hours each. These cooks
phite Liquor
were
as
good
as the other 10 hour cooks. The last two cooks contained
Mill No. 1
quite a few burnt chips, but this apparently was due to lack of liquor
being put into the digester, rather than to the preheated liquor.

No. 7 Paper
Machine •
Job 1123

Pumps and pipe systems that were discontinued last Sunday so as to
make room for the steel machine chest, are being removed.
Thirty two dry ere are now on hand. Also quite a few felt rolls,
breast roll, press roll, doctors, etc.

Sulphite
Excavation practically completed and a start on the erection will be
Breaker Beater
made this week.
Job 2068

Dam Repairs
Job 2072

Back up concrete all poured, and mesh being placed on face of dam
preparatory to guniting.

The old concrete pier has been removed and forms for the new pier
Dolby Log
are under construction.
Sluice • Job
2073
The remaining six switch panels have been erected and are being wired.
Switchboard
Buss
structure is being carried along also.
Job 2066
Material with which to complete this job has been received, and work
Machine Room
Roof - Job 2071 resumed to-aay, August 8th.
Mr. J. M. Wade, General ELectrie Co., arrived this morning, Aug. 8th
Misceli aneous
regards switchboard for our new $7 paper machine.
Mr. L. H. Crandall of A. J. Morse A Co. Called August 5th re monitor
nozzles for log piles.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED
FORM 17
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<
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

letter no.

■*

Tho water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has been reduced
547 million cubic feet during the past week. Qnre deep gate open 8 feet
and one open 4 feet at Ripogenus this morning. Ripogenus reported that
the rear of the 1927 drive went through the dem at 6 P.M. Thursday
July 28th. •
*

To-day’s Report:

t

Ripogenus ELcv. 942.95 Storage 28,663 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin *
488.20
"
10.738 "
"
”
Total Storage
39,401
”

Boiler ttouse
South well of boiler house demolished end the wall columns and beams
Changes * Jobs ■Wing erected. This completes steel work for main frame of Boiler nouse.
1118 and 1119
Building forms for roof. Installing monitor sash and operating devices
in tho monitors. Skylight erector arrived this morning. The west brick
wall north of the old stack has been completed and the masons started
laying the walls of the new winch house, Friday July 29th.
The bridge wall for boilers #9 and #10 is in place and a start made
on the center wall and north wall. Baffle waLls for #9 and #10 in place
also. Stokers progressing good.
Started demolishing old Ash Tank to-day.
Bull Screen
Job 1121

Foundation Co.’s work on pit completed. Millwrights started their
work Friday, July 29th. J. E. Allen, Foundation Co.’s Foreman on this
job left Millinocket, August 1st.

Preheating Sul •
Experiments were run with the preheated liquor on Monday, Tuesday
phite Liquor
and Wednesday (July 25, 26 and 27) using only the relief gases to pre
Mill No. 1
heat with. The temperature of the acid was not raised as much as anti
cipated and we are now making arrangements by which we will use both tho re
lief gas and acid to build up the temperature and strength of the liquor.
#7 paper Machine
Sunday, July 31st, four pumps were changed over in the basement
Job 1123
so that foundation for the steel machine chest can now be started.
Four more dryers were received from Rice, Barton & Fales this
morning making the total now on hand 26.

Sulphite
Beater - Job
2068
Dam Repairs
Job 2072

Excavation for this job now going on.

The first section of dam to be coffered off is 98% completed.
Qhipping out old concrete, building forms and pouring back-up concrete
on second section of dam to be repaired.

Dolby Log Sluice
Coffer dam around pier completed and the pier half demolished.
Job 2073
Moving materials over to sluice gate platform preparatory to concreting.

Switchboard
Job 2066

Seven more panels were put in service Sunday July 31st, making 13
out of the 20 now in service. Remainder of old switchboard now being
dismantled and removed. Two of the transformers completely wired.
About three more weeks should complete this job.
Diet. RVW

DATE MAILED
FORM

August 1, 1927

(Over)

Engineer.

Miscellaneous

Mr. Bell, of the Ingersoll-Rend Company, visited Millinocket
Tuesday and Wednesday, July 26th and 27th.
Mr. Broughton arrived at Millinocket this morning to look over his
system as installed on our wrapping paper machine.
Ur. William Clark (G. 1. Co.) with his son called Saturday, July 30th
Thomas A. Seabrook (Babcock A Wilcox Co.) visited boiler erection
Job, July 28th.
t
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27 rROM Engineering Department

LETTER N°‘ 29

DETAIL

SUBJECT

During the past week a loss of 259 million cubic feet has been
recorded, Chs wasteway open 124” at Ripogenus. Precipitation at Ripogenus
since June 30th 2.63” and at Millinocket since June 30th, 3.12”.

Water Storage

To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus ELev. 943.30 Storage 29,107 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ”
488.35
”
10,841 ”
Total Storage
39,948 ”
”
*

Boiler House
Job 1118 and
1119

All pipe piling inside the building now driven and building columns
ereeted. There now remains only the building columns in the south wall
and necessary connecting beams. Building forms for roof. Excavation for
winch house completed and concrete footings poured. Masons laying brick
on west wall.
J. A. Ross arrived at Millinocket Tuesday, July 19th and his boiler
setting crew arrived Friday morning, July 22nd.
Messrs Dempsey and Walsh, baffle wall erectors arrived on the job
Thursday morning, July 21st.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

Forms removed from pit walls. Three holes for suction to pumps
all drilled thru granite footing wall.

Foundation Company demolishing old white water tank.

White Water
Tank - Job
1122

No. 7 digester was hooked up for experiment this morning, July 25th,
and the actual preheating of the liquor started at 11:15 A.M.

Preheating
Sulphite Liq
uor

Shartle Beaters
The Shartle broke beater under $3 and $ paper machines was started
Job 2067
up Tuesday afternoon, July 19th, and is running very satisfactorily.

Sulphite Beaterj.
Now removing Jones Beater under No. 4 machine and excavating for
Job 2068
sulphite pump tank.
Fifty feet of repaired dam is gunited and 95% completed.
coffer unwatered and hew chipping face and top.

Dam Repairs
Job 2072

Dolby Log Sluice
Job 2073
Miscellaneous

DATE MAILED
FORM

17

Second

Building coffer dam and cutting down old North pier.

Twenty-two dryers now on hand for new No. 7 paper machine.
The now Cameron fan pump for #8 paper machine was installed yes
terday, July 24th.
Broughton System installed on Wrapper Machine Dryers yesterday,
July 24th.

July 25, 1927

Engineer
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Engineering Department

letter no.

28

DETAIL

SUBJECT

|

Water Storage

During the past week a gain of 105 million cubio feet has boon made
in the water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin, One wasteway open 124”
at Ripogenus. Precipitation at Ripogenus for this month to date is
2.43” and at Millinocket 2.69”.
To-day's Report:

Ripogenus 943.34 Storage 29,158 Mil
w
North Twin 488.65
*
11.049
Total Storage
40,207
w

Cu. Ft
n
»»

»

Boiler House
Changes Job 1118.

QLd No. 12 boiler dismantled with the exception of some of tfre setting.
The balance of the old gypsum roof has been removed, Erecting, bolting
and riveting structural steel. Another section of roof concreted and build'
ing forms for more. The masons are laying brick in the west wall.
> 8tart was made on the erection of the Taylor stokers last Monday,
July 11th. Ross's crew for erecting boiler settings is due to arrive on
the job Wednesday, July 20th.
Excavation has been started for the new winch house. Likewise for
a retaining wall at old winoh house site to hold back the coal and prevent
it from sliding into the passage-way between the dLd and new houses.

Bull Soreen
Job 1121

Building pit wall forms and pouring concrete, Drilling three holes
thru granite footing wall for the suctions of the three ground wood pumps.

White Water
All three white water pumps now in operation.
Tank - Job 1122 tearing down the old white water tank.

The Foundation Co

is

Train Shed Ex
tension - Mill
io. 1

About 215 feet of new concrete foundation wall has been oompl eted for
the train shed extension. This is as far as it will be carried.

Preheating Sul
phite Liquor
iill No. 1

Erection of the bronze piping was started last Tuesday, July 12th and
is nearing completion at this writing.

Dam Repairs
Job 2072

Fastening wire mesh to the face of the first section of dam to be
repaired, preparatory to guniting. Concrete seal poured in second coffer
dam.
7
dd panels are being removed and^new ones erected^
wt io service.

Switchboard
Job 2066

3 am eron Winders
The Cameron winders on $2 and $3 paper machines at East Millinocket
were installed yesterday, July 17th, and are running good this morning.
Job 2065

Shartle Beaters
The Shartle beater under $3 and $4 machines will be put into operation
Job 2067
either to-morrow or Wednesday morning, July 20th.
The Foundation Company is repairing the material barge at Dolby, run
)olby Log Sluicei
ning
lines of pipe across the dam, etc., preparatory to repairing the log
rate - Job 2073 i
sluice pier.

iiscellaneous
Diet. RVW

Sixteen dryers for the new No. 7 paper machine have been received
from Rioe, Barton & Fales to date.
Started piling out wood at Millinocket to-day, July 18th.
SIGNED v__ )

FORM
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27

DETAIL

A drop of 129 million cubic feet has been recorded in tho water storag
of Ripogenus and North Twin during the past week. Rainfall for the month
of July at Ripogenus was 2.01 inches and at Millinocket 2.53 inches. At
Ripogenus this morning there was one wasteway open 124 inches.

To-day’s Report:
<

Ripogenus Elev. 943.15 Storage 28,915 Mil.Cu. Ft.
North Twin
* 488.85
"
11.187 *
”
"
< . Total Storage
40,102 "
*
"

Boiler House
Changes
Job 1118

Demolishing, removing-and disposing old brick wall; old brick smoko
flue; old concrete foundations at site where column bases are located.
Shoring steam pipes and steam monitor south of south wall. Stripping
firing floor forms and building roof forms. The masons have completed
tho north wall and have started laying brick on the west wall. Erecting,
bolting and riveting structural stool. About 90% of tho steel now in
place. Mr. Coonnsn, Taylor Stoker Company’s erector, did not arrive at
Millinookot until this morning, July 11th, but promisosto speed up his
end of the work so as not to interfere with our schedule.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

Excavation of concrete floor and removal of old brick arch for the
entire bull screen pit is now completed. Concrete floor of entire pit
now poured. The three 14” Cameron ground wood pumps were received at
the Mill this morning, July 11th.

White Water
Tank * Job
1122

Two of tho pumps in operation and tho third almost ready to go into
service. GLd white water tank now ready to be torn down.

This screen is completely installed and tho Bureau of Economy are
Bird Sulphite
Screen, Mill #1 conducting tests on same.

Train Shed Ex
tension, Mill #1

About 150 feet of new foundation wall has been poured.

Gears for changing the speed of the rolls wore completed and installed
Finishing Mach
ine - Mill #1
Thursday, July 7th, but they only ran about 10 minutes before stripping two
gears. New ones being made.
Bronze piping for this change practically all finished in the shop.
Preheating Sul
Start installing within a day or two.
phite Liquor,
Mill No. 1

Dam Repairs
Job 2072

Entire face within the first coffer dam concreted and ready for tfco
mesh reinforcement and gunite. Ths shooting for the 8 econd s action of
coffer dam has been driven and tho concrete seal is being poured to-day,
July 11th.

The tub of the Shartle Beater, under #3 and #4 machines, is all
Shartle Beaters
Job 2067
assembled and leveled in place on concrete piers. It is now ready for
the concrete bottom and a start on the forms for stmoworo made to-day.
Ono-half of the pump tank is excabated and concreted.

(Over)
SIGNED Vl

DATE MAILED

July 11, 1927
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<

Machine Room
Roof - Job 2071

Still placing cork on the roof. The entire job is about 75% com
pleted.

Switchboard
Job 2066

Six of the low tension panels wore put into service yesterday, July 10th,
and a start on the dismantling of 8 of the old panda made to-day, July 11th.

Miscellaneous

S. B. Stafford of Rice, Barton A Fales visited Millinocket, Thursday
July 7th.
t
.
F. S. Crowell, Asst. District Manager of the Foundation Company,
visited Millinocket Friday, July 8th.
F. R. C. Boyd of the DeLaval Company visited Millinocket and East
Millinocket to-day, July 11th.
The $4 O.D.V. Cameron fan pump for No. 8 paper machine was
received at the Mill to-day.

Diet. RVW
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Since June 27th, the storage is reduced 329 million cubic feet.

To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev
North Twin "

943.12 Storage 28,877 Mil • Cu. Ft.
n
h
489.05
11.325
Total Storage
40,202
Snow fell at Ripogenus yesterday, July 4th.
H

H

Boiler House
Job 1118

Bull Screen
Job 1121
White Water
Tank - Job 112^

H

Three rows of columns south of stack erected and floor and roof
beams bolted in place. Concrete poured - main floor, 1-1/2 bays south
of stack, roof to south side of stack. Working on more roof forms to-day
Tubes sections erected in three boilers. Two boilers expanded.
Blocking out from under No. 9 boiler.
Siftings hoppers and wind box installed under three boilers.
Stoker erector promised for July 1st has not arrived.
Brick work in North wall completed to-morrow.
Finishing excavation East end - removing arch

Two White Water pumps in new position - one in operation.
Erecting piping.

Bird Screen
for Sulphite

Installed, ready for tests.

Beater Room
Roof - Job 110

Waterproofed.

Train Shed
Extension

85 Ft. new foundation wall built.

Dam Repair
Job 2072

M

About 20 Lin. Ft. of face concreted ready for mesh reinforcement
and gunite. Balance (30 Ft.) in first coffer nearly ready to concrete.
This section of dam in much better condition than sections previously
repaired.

Beater under No. 3 and 4 machines. Beater roll in place and bearings
Shartle Beaters
Job 2067
grouted on piers, Bringing in side-of-vat plates. Excavating for pump
tank.
Machine Room
Roof - Job
2071

Placing cork on roof.

This job about 30% completed
*

Diet. FCB
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SUBJECT

DETAIL

Water Storage

During the past week the water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin
has shown a loss of 58 million cubic feet. At Ripogenus this morning
one deep gate was open 2 feet and one wasteway 124 inches.
♦

To-day’e Report:

(

Ripogenus Elev. 943.24 Storage 29,031 Mil. Cu
North Twin
489.30
”
11.500 ”
'Total Storage 40,531 "
19

Ft.
n

H

••

Boiler house
Changes - Job
No. 1118

Demolishing, removing and disposing old boiler No. 12. Also old
briok wall south of stack; old steam pipe and hangers; old gypsum roof;
old roof steel and monitors; and old concrete floor of basement.
Shoring and protecting old steam lines, feed water tanke and pumps
that are in service.
Tubes for the second boiler are erected.
A section of the basement floor has been brought up to grade and
concreted. Another section of the firing room floor has been concreted
alee. Forms for the roof, (over newLy erected steel) are under erection
Erecting, bolting and riveting structural steel. Also driving
piles for more steel columns
*
The masons are laying briok in the north
wall •
Carload of siftings hoppers and air uptakes received and unloaded.
Also throe oarloads of fire brick.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

Second section of concrete floor in pit poured.
section of floor, arch, etc.

Plank work completed and felt in place ready for pitch and gravel.

Beater Room
Roof Completion
Job 1109

Soreen Roam Ro
Repairs - Job
1110

Bird Sulphite
Screen • Mill
No. 1

Removing last

roof.

A crew started this morning on the repairing of the soreen room
This is patching job only.

The Bird screen is grouted in place and the spouting being erected.
The motor is being placed also.

About 30 feet of concrete footing wall has been poured and another
Train Shed Ext09
*
sion - Mill
30 feet partially excavated.
No. 1
Finishing
Maohine
Mill No. 1

Gears are being made in the shop so as to double the present speed
and to cut down the speed differential’between the two power driven
rolls. A worm has been ground into the surface of the fast roll.

Repairs to Dam
Job 2072

Pumping out oofferdam and removing old concrete from face of dam.
Cleaning bottom for next section of cofferdam.

Switchboard
Job 2066

The high tension switchboard was completed and put into service
Sunday, June 26th.
(Over)
Diet. RVW
-
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Engineer

Mi s cel lane ous

The first of the bronis piping necessary for preheating cooking
liquor in digester has been received and a start made on the finishing
and drilling of it in our shop to-day.
Messrs. Whitcomb and McKay visited Millinocket and East Millinocket
Tuesday, June 21 st, leaving for Madison Wednesday morning, June 22nd
with Mr. Bowler.
Six dryers for the now No. 7 paper machine have been received
from Rice, Barton & Fales Co.
Mr. R. f. U. Leach, of the Taylor Stoker Co., visited Millinocket
this morning, June 27th.
Messrs. Bell, Cohn, and McIntire of Cameron Steam Pump Works
called to-day.
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Water Storage

During the past week the water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin
has shown a loss of 58 million cubic feet
At Ripogenus this morning
one deep gate was open 2 feet and one wasteway 124 inches.
To-day*1 Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 943.24 Storage 29,031 Mil. Cu
North Twin’ ”
489.30
”
11.500 ”
'Total Storage 40,531 "
"

Ft.
n
H

Boiler house
Changes - Job
No. 1118

Demolishing, removing and disposing old boiler No. 12. Also old
briok wall south of stack; old steam pipe and hangers; old gypsum roof;
old roof steel and monitors; and old concrete floor of basement.
Shoring and protecting old steam lines, feed water tanks and pumps
that are in service.
Tubes for the second boiler are erected.
A section of the basement floor has been brought up to grade and
concreted. Another section of the firing room floor has been concreted
aleo. Forms for the roof, (over newLy erected steel) are under erection.
Erecting, bolting and riveting structural steel. Also driving
piles for more steel columns
*
The masons are laying briok in the north
wall •
Carload of siftings hoppers and air uptakes received and unloaded.
Also three carloads of firs brick.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

Second section of concrete floor in pit poured.
section of floor, arch, etc.

Beater Room
Roof Completion
Job 1109

Removing last

Plank work completed and felt in place ready for pitch and gravel.

A crew started this morning on the repairing of the soreen room
Soreen Room Ro of
roof. This is patching Job only.
Repairs - Job
1110
Bird Sulphite
Screen * Mill
No. 1

The Bird screen is grouted in plaoe and the spouting being erected.
The motor is being placed else.

About 30 feet of concrete footing wall has been poured and another
Train Shed Exttn
*
sion - Mill
30 feet partially excavated.
No. 1

Finishing
Machine
Mill No. 1

Gears are being made in the shop so as to double the present speed
and to cut down the speed differential-between the two power driven
rolls. A worm has been ground into the surface of the f&st roll.

Repaire to Dam
Job 2072

Pumping out oofferdam and removing old concrete from face of dam.
Cleaning bottom for next section of cofferdam.

Switchboard
Job 2066

The high tension switohboard was completed and put into service
Sunday, June 26th.
(Over)
Diet. HVW
SIGNED
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June 27, 1927

Engineer

Miscallan□ous

Ths first of ths bronze piping necessary for preheating cooking
liquor in digester has been received and a start mads on ths finishing
and drilling of it in our shop to-day.
Messrs. Whitcomb and McKay visited Millinocket and East Millinocket
Tuesday, June ZLst, leaving for Madison Wednesday morning, June 22nd
with Mr. Bowler.
Six dryers for the new No. 7 paper machine have been received
from Rico, Barton & Fales Co.
Mr. R. W. S. Leach, of the Taylor Stoker Co., visited Millinocket
this morning, June 27th.
Messrs. Bell, Cohn, and McIntire of Cameron Steam Pump Works
called to-day.

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
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JuUO 13,

letter no.

24

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

1927 FROM Engineering Department

A gain of 648 million cubic feet has been recorded at Ripqgenue
and North T^in during the past week. At Ripogenus there is one deep
gate open four feet and one wasteway open 124 inches.
To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus ELev. 943.45 Storage
North Twin
" 489.00
"
Total Storage

29,299 Mil. Cu. Ft.
11.290 "
*
”
40,589 "
"

Boiler House
Changes
Job No. 1118

Demolishing, removing and disposing old boilers 11 and 12. Also
the old smoke flue; did pipes; brick wall south of stack, gypsum roof;
and old concrete floor at site where pipe piling is to be driven. Steel
columns and connecting beams are being erected.
Brick masons started laying up the north wall Tuesday, June 14th and
this morning have it up to the firing floor level.
The dampers in the air duct leading to the fans are being installed.
A carload of fire brick has been received and unloaded. Also tho
two blast fans from the Green Fuel Economiier Co. have been received.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

A little over 70% of the arch is now removed. Pit floor forms
were started this morning, so as to concrete second section.

White Water
Tank * Job 1122

20th.

Repairs to
Dam -Job 2072
Lower Mill

The new white water tank was put into service this morning, June
Che of the direct connected pumps is all located and connected.
Sheeting for coffer dam is all driven and leak
*
Concrete seal is poured.

being calked

Switchboard
Job 2066
Mill 2

High tension switchboard ready for the cables. A start has been
made on the cable work. Six of the twenty low tension panels are erected,
and wired, but they cannot be put in service until the high tension work
io completed.

Boater Room
Roof Completion
Job 1109

Tho west half of the beater room roof th t was not completed last
year due to early snowstorms, is now being completed. All of the plank
work is completed at this writing, and is now ready for the waterproofing.

Miscellaneous

Spout work for Bird Sulphite Screen experiments completed, and
moved over to the sulphite screen room, ready for installation.
Power driven rolls for experimental finishing of newsprint rolls
is being set up temporarily in the machine shop. If it works satis
factorily, it will then be placed in t he finishing room.
All material for the preheating of the cooking liquor in our sul
phite mill has been ordered.
Mr. F. S. Crowell, Asst. District Manager of tho Foundation Company,
visited Millinocket Thursday, June 16th.
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The water s to rage of Ripogenus and North Twin continues to gain, an
increase of 2,295 million cubic foot being recorded since last Monday,
Juno 6th« At Ripogenus this morning, one deep gate is open four feet,
log sluice open 8 feet and one waste way open 124 inches
*
To-day's Report:

Ripogenus ELev. *7943
0
Storage 29,617 Mil. Cu
*
North Twin
" 487
*60
”
10.324
"
Total Storage
39,941

Ft.

Boiler House
Changes
Job 1118

Dismantling and removing equipment from old boilers $11 and $12
*
Demolishing old brick smoke flue
*
Steel pipe piles driven and another
bay of structural steel erected
*
Forms removed from firing room floor,
fan duct and fan foundations
*
Started installing ventilating sash and
operating device for skylights 3, 4, 7 and 8* The structural steel that
is erected is being painted.
Boiler drums moved into the building and all hoisted up into place.
Robert H. Johnson, briok mason foreman, arrived on the job this
morning, June 13th.

Bull Screen
Job 11a

About 50% of the old arch is now removed
*
floor of pit poured.

About 40% the concrete

Forms removed from white water overflow box.
White Water
Tank - Job 112J 1 foundations of the three *
,die white water pumps
*

Excavating for the

Repairs to Dam
Job 2072
Mill No. 2

Cleaning bottom of dam and removing what was evidently part of
original coffer dam. A start has been made placing the sheeting.

Switchboard
Job 2066
Mill No
*
2

The high tension switchboard is now ready for the cable. Six low
tension switchboard panels are erected and they are being wired; also
copper bus bars being bent and placed
*

Shaatle Broke
Beater • Job
2067 - Mill $2

The Shartle broke beater under Nos. 1 and 2 paper machines was put
into operation to-day, Juno 13th
*

Miscellaneous

The Bird screen for experimental purposes in the sulphite screen
room has been *
received
Spouting under construction in the shop
*
*
Mr
Bowler returned from trip to Boston, Friday, June 10th.
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

LETTERWO- 22

Ripogenus and North Twin are still showing steady gains and the
water storage has taken an increase of 3,535 million cubic feet since
last Monday, May 30th. At Ripogenus this morning one deep gate was
open 10 feet, another one 4
* feet and the Sluice gate 8 feet, Total
rainfall for the month of May at Ripogenus was 6.84 inches and at
Millinocket 4.43 inches. To-date in June, Ripogenus has-had 0.94 inches
and Millinocket 1.59 inches of rainfall.
e
*
To-day

Report ;

Ripogenus ELev. 943.52 Storage 29,388 Mil. Cu. Ft
"
8.258 *
*
North Twin
”
484.60
Total Storage
37,646 ”

Boiler Mouse
Changes
Job 1118

CGLd boilers Nos. 9 and 10 are aU dismantled and moved away. <QLd
brick is being excavated and removed and steel pipe piling is being
driven in place, Firing room floor (for area where new steel is erected)
is all concreted and a portion of the forme removed, Forms from the
reef entirely removed. Concrete foundations for fan, ’md air duct
extension to fan poured.
Mr. Martin, boiler erector from Babcock & Wilcox arrived on the
job Thursday morning June 2nd, and is assorting and moving equipment
preparatory to erecting.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

About 40 percent of the arch is removed at this writing.
may now be started on this portion.

White Water
Tank - Job
1122

Concrete box to handle the overflow of the white water from new
tank has been concreted. Pipers placing pipe system

Form work

Wet Broke
The wet broke disintegrators under Nos. 9 and 10 were put into service
Disintegrator during the week.
MiU No. 1
Repairs to
Dam -Job
2072 - Mill 2

Temporary runways and platform under construction. Installing
plant. The bottom at the dam is being cleaned
Sheeting, braces, etc.
being prepared for the cofferdam.

Switchboard
Job 2066
Mill No. 2

Frame work and panels for the high tension switchboard erected and
total work on this board 50 per cent completed, A start has been made
on the frame work and panels of the low tension switchboard.

Miscelxaneous

CLd steam compressor has been jacked up to the engine floor level,
in the compressor room.
Messrs. Bowler, Cram, and Seldon attended the bridge ceremonies
in connection with the placing of the second span of the new Bath
bridge at Bath, Maine on Thursday, June 2nd.
Mr. Bowler left for trip to Boston Sunday, June 5th.
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A gain of 3,031 million cubic feet has been recorded in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin during the past week, Ono deep
gate open two feet and log sluice open 8 feet at Ripogenuc. Rainfall
to date for the month of May at Ripogenuc is 6.08 inches and at
Millinocket 4.38 inohes.

To-day’s Report: Ripogenus ELev. 942.17 Storage 27,688 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin
M 481.90
”
6.423
«
*
*
Total Storage 34,111 *
H
"
Boiler House
Changes,
Job 1118

Tubes and drums in old boilers No. 9 and No. 10 are dismantled
and removed and the brickwork practically all demolished. Removing
forme from concrete roof. About 75% of the firing room concrete floor
(for area where new steel is erected) is poured. Forms for fan
foundations and air duct extension to the fans are completed and ready
for concrete. Forms from ash tunnel up to boiler settings under con
struction. Backfilling northwest wall.
Remaining two Taylor Stokers received and also carload of rough
lumber.

Bull Sorsen
Job 1121

A section of the arch inhere the pit will be is being removed
and at this writing about 20% of the arch has been removed.

Whits Water
Tank, Job 1122

Motor driving sulphite pump has been raised to its temporary
position. Spiral riveted pipe systems under erection.

Wet Broke
Disintegrator
Mill No. 1

The two structural steel tanks for No. 9 and No. 10 have been
erected in place, and the drives being installed.

Shartle Broke
Beater - Mill
No. 2, Job 206 7

The roll for tho Shartle Broke Beater under Nos. 1 and 2 paper
machines has been set in place and side plates now being erected.

Repairs to Dem
Job No. 2072
Mill No. 2

Foundation Company installing plant.

Switchboard
Job #2066
Mill No. 2

High Tension switchboard nearing completion.

Miscellaneous

Mr. F. S. Crowell, Assistant District Manager of tho Foundation
Company visited Millinocket on Wednesday May 25th, 1927.
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SUBJECT
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letter no.

A gain of 643 million cubio feet has been made in the water storage of
Ripogenus and North Twin during tfre past week. The gates have all been
closed at Ripogenus until 11:20 A.M. Thursday, May 19th, at which time
one gate was opened 6 feet. Rainfall for the month of May to date at
Ripogenus is 2.17 inches and at Millinocket 2.15 inches.
To-day's Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 940.02 Storage 25,059 Mil. Cu. Ft
North Twin
" 481.30
"
6.021
Total Storage 31,080
H

t»

«

M

H

Chip Screens
Job 1115

This job is now completed and the screens are running very
satisfactorily.

Boiler House
Changes - Job
1118

Stoker floor steel being riveted. GLd plaster wall between the new
and old rooms removed. Excavation for fan foundations completed, footing poured, and forms under construction • Roof over entire area where
new steel is erected is now concreted and a portion of the forms removed.
Building of firing floor forms still going on. A start has been made on
the dismantling of Nos. 9 and 10 boilers.
A carload of steel window sash was received at the mill Friday,
May 20th.
Two Taylor Stokers, carload of Carbofrax blocks, and a carload of
B. & W. Fire Brick received at Millinocket Saturday, May 21st.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

The concrete floor and fill over the arch is being removed, and a
start made on the removal of the briefc aroh. Concrete block tank with
overflow dam and pipe practically completed.

White Water
Tank - Job
1122

Finished cutting hole in new white water tank for overflow box
A start has been made on the erection of the 30 inch spiral riveted
white water line to the bull screens.

Shartle Broke
Excavation for the Shartle Broke Beater under Nos. 1 and 2 paper
Beater - Mill 2 machines is completed, and the breaker roll set in place.
Job 2067

Nos. 1 and 4 winders running good,
Cameron linden
installed.
Mill No. 2
Job 2065

Third winder received but not

Repairs to
Dam - Mill 2

Mr. Lowitz, Foundation Co. foreman, arrived to-day, May 23rd, to
commence repairs t o the East Millinocket dam.

Miscellaneous

Messrs. Whitcomb and McKay visited Millinocket and East Millinocket
on Thursday, May 19th.
R. W. E. Leach, of the Taylor Stoker Co., visited Millinocket, Thursday
May 19th.
The Fairbanks-Morse trash pump w^s started up at East Millinocket
te-day May 23rd, on thick stock to the Feeney box. Started very good.
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During the past week the water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin
has Shown an increase of 368 million cubic feet. All gates at Ripogenus
closed. It is reported from Ripogenus that the gates at Caucomagomac
and Ragged Lakes are open. Rain for month of May to date at Ripogenus
is 1.65 inches and at Millinocket 1.59 inches.

To-day*8 Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 939.00 Storage 23,845 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin *
482.15
6.592 "
Total Storage 30,437 "
II

tl

Chip Screen
Installation
Job 1115

The new chip screens were started up for the first time on Thursday,
May 12th and they are running and screening chips very satisfactory.

Boiler House
Changes
Job 1118

Concrete footing beam for North Wall poured, forms removed and
backfilled. Ash tunnel forms removed, Erected skylight steel and
poured two sections of concrete roof, Building and erecting firing floor
foxms. Excavating for the new fan foundations, Riveting and bolting
up steel.
A carload of Sil-O-Cel brick received and unloaded,
A carload of stoker floor steel received to-day.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

All thirteen beams are now in place under the arch. The block
tank and floor is being removed. Stock canal from grinders being relocated«

White Water
Cutting hole thru new white water tank for overflow box connection.
Tank - Job 11218 Drain pipe from this overflow box to save-alls is now being laid, A
start has also been made on the erection of some of the spiral riveted
pipe.

Miecellaneous

Mr. Parsons, Commissioner of Inland Fisheries, visited Millinocket
Tuesday, May 10th. He inspected the new fishway at Quakish and pronounced
it to be very satisfactory.
Mr. F. S. Crowell, Assistant District Manager, The Foundation Company,
visited Millinocket Thursday, May 12th.
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A gain of 682 million cubic feet has been recorded during the last
week at Ripogenus and North Twin. It is reported from Ripogenus that
Seboomook gates are all closed. .All gates at Ripogenus are still closed,
Rainfall for month of May to datei at Ripogenus is 0.79 of an inch and at
Millinocket 0.51 of an inch.
To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 937.77 Storage 22,423 Mil Cu• Ft.
North Twin "
483.70
"
7.646 "
Total Storage 30,069 *
n

tt

*

H

Chip Screen
Installation
Job 1115

The frame work of the second screen is all assembled and the wire
screen is now being welded on, The new spouts from the end of the screens
to the Lombard crushers have been installed

Boiler House
Changes - Job
1118

Ash Tunnel to north wall and floor of air duct leading to fans have
been concreted. Walls of south end of ash tun el concreted Saturday last.
Building footing beam formB for the north waLl. Building and placing
forms for new concrete roof. Columns along the west wall have been
erected together with the connecting beams. Steel is being riveted.
Precast concrete sills, coping, etc., have been poured during the week.
Two more carloads of boiler equipment and a carload of brick tiles
have been received.

Bull Soreen
Job 1121

Holes for the remaining four large steel beams are practically com
pleted. The nine beams that are installed are completely grouted on one
end, and partially so, on the other end. The block tank was darned off
yesterday, May 8th, and work was started this morning on the dismantling
of it.

White Water
Excavating and breaking up concrete floor for overflow drain pipe
Tank - Job 1122 trench. A carload of spiral riveted pipe received to-day.

fiscellaneous

Foundation for the new Cameron Fan Pump for No. 8 paper machine has
been placed.
The structural steel supports and tanks for the Wet Broke Disinte
grator have been received and a start made on the erection of them.
The new El well-Parker truck has been experimented with during the
past week preparatory to locating a place for the heading machines.
Profesbor C. L. Allen and Hubbard, Assistant, were here studying
No. 8 paper machine Tuesday and Wednesday, May 3rd and 4th.
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LETTER NO.

A gain of 3,983 million cubio feet has been made in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, ^pril 25th. All
gates at Ripogenus are closed. Rainfall at Ripogenus for the month of
April was 1.06 inches and at Millinocket 1.34 inches.
\

i

I

*

To-days Report- Ripogenus Elev.- 936.38 Storage 20,857 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin *
485.00
*
8,530 *
"
*
Total Storage
29,387 *
”
"
Chip Screen
Installation
Job #1115

The first chip screen is now all assembled and the framework of
the second one is being erected and bolted togeather.

Boiler House
Changes
Job #1118

Erection of the structural steel was started last Monday, April
25th, and a goodly portion of it io now in place, but not riveted.
Northwest corner of footing wall extended out with concrete. Driv
ing oofferdam, excavating and building forms for air duct connection to
where the fans will sit. The air duct extension connecting the new to
the present main duct is concreted. Building & setting ash tunnal forms
on North end. Unloading carloads of brick and structural steel. Sixth
and seventh carloads of boilers received during week.

Bull Screen
Job #1121

The large structural steel beams are being erected under the tail
race arch. An but four are now in place.

Air Compressor
The new air compressor was turned over with light load Wednesday
Job #1116
April 27th, and assumed the full load Thursday Aprii 28th.
Mr. Fitts, Ingersoll-Rand Co’s erector on the job, left Millinocket
Friday, Aprn 29th.

Miscellaneous

Mr. E. W. Prouty left for Brassua Monday, April 25th.
Mr. F. C. Bowler met Messr's. Whitcomb and McKay at Waterville,
Monday Aprn 25th•
Messr's. Whitcomb and McKay visited the Madison, Millinocket & East
Millinocket mills on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, leaving Millinocket
Thursday forenoon April 28th.
Messr's. Waae and Rogers of ths General Electric Co
*,
visited
Millinocket Wednesday, April 27th.
Heading machine and Elwell Parker truck received from East Millino
cket Saturday, April 30th.
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DETAIL

The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has started its
upward trend, and duning the past week has shown a gain of 5,694 million
cubic feet, cne gate open 5 ft. at Ripogenus until 6:15 F.M. Friday,
April 22d, when it was closed. <]n Friday & Saturday April 22d & 23d,
the first rains of the month were had and totaled 0.76 of an inch at
Ripogenys ana 1.21 inches at Millinooket.
To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Kiev. 932.55 Storage 16,806 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin *
485.75
H
9,048 *
*
*
Total Storage
25,854 "
"
*

Chip Soreen &
The coarse inside wire mesh is being welded to the framework of
Crusher Instal l.the soreen bow erooted. Shafting & trunnions for the other screen is
Job. #1115
being lined & leveled in place.
»

Boiler House
Changes
Job. #1118

The north end of boiler house roof, & brick walls have been
demolished and old roof trusses and steel beams removed. Excavating
northwest comer of boiler house inside the steel sheeting, for a
section of concrete wall. A portion of north footing beam forms removed
and forms for t he ash tunnel out to this point under construction.
Also building air duct forms where the old a nd new ducts meet. Carloads
of brick, structural steel, and boiler equipment have been received
during the weekanl unloaded.

Bull Soraen
Job. #1121

The first carload of large structural steel beams for this job
were received Tuesday, April 19th. Another carload received this morning
April 25th. Four of the beams havs been placed a nd bolted, but not
riveted.

Air Compressor
Job. #1116

Mr. Fritz, Ingersoll-Rand Company’s erector, arrived at mill
Tuesday April 19th. Ths air compressor is now very nearly erected, a
few more days completing it.

Kinear Doors
Train Shed
Mill #1

Both of the Kinear doors for entrance to the train shed have been
erected.

Miscellaneous

Started wetting down the log piles at Millinocket Tuesday, April
19th.
Mr. F.S.Crowell, Asst. District Manager of the Foundation Company
visited Millinocket Wednesday, April 20th. Mr. S. B. Stafford of Rice
Berton & Fales visited Millinocket Thursday ^pril 21th. Mr. E. M. Prouty
left for Brassua to-day, April 25th. Mr. F. C. Bowler left for Madison
to-day April 25th, to meet Mr. Whitcomb.
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The watar storage of North Twin and Ripogenus has shown a
decrease of 691 million cubic feet during tho past week. Ono gate
at Ripogenus remains opened 5 feet.
To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev
North Twin **

927.23 Storage 11,732 Mil. Cu.F;
n
«
484.85
8,428 ”
H
Total Storage
20,160 "
H

W

Ground Wood
Screen Room
Job 1105

Jeb completed

Circular framework for one of the now screens is assembled in nlaco
Chip Screen &
Crusher Install on the trunions and the wire mesh is now being secured to it Thto steel
plate hoppers on the other one is erected and being riveted.
Job 1115

Boiler House
Changes
Job 1118

Bull Screen
Job 1121

Excavation for the cross air ductconnection is completed. The north
and wsst brick wall, several old roof trusses, and a considerable portion
of the old gypsum roof have been removed during the past week. Structural
steel for the boiler settings have been placed over the ash tunnel.
Excavation at north wall for footing beam is completed and a start made
on the driving of pipe piles for same. Eleven carloads of brick has been
received- approximately 201 thousand. Two carloads of boiler equipment
received & unloaded. Another double header shipment of columns & Beams
received to-day.
Waiting for steel

uoams to bo received.

Concrete foundation completed and a start made on the erection of
Air Compressor
the compressor. Ingersoll-Rand Co. Erector due here to-day
Job 1116

Cameron Winderb
No. 1 & No 4 paper machines at East Millinocket wore equipped with
Cameron winders yesterday April 17th. A hot box developed on the one on
Job. 2065
#4 which caused a little trouble on tho etart up this morning.
Mill #2
Kinear Doors
Train Shod
Mill #1

The Kinear doors for entrance to tho train sheds have bean received,
and one of them installed.

Misoellaneous

R. V. Weldon returned from the Cushnoc Paper Corp, at Augusta, Wed
nesday forenoon April 13th, and started his study of the Millinocket
Sulphite Mill on Thursday April 14th. A platform, in connection with
trying out tho heading machine at East Millinocket, has been made and
Mr. Mears advises that they will attempt to assemble it in the finishing
room this week. Mr. Cassidy of General Eletric Company arrived Millinocket
Saturday April 16th, to regulate 3d dryer motor on No. 8 paper Machine.
Diet.. &tl
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14

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage
feet.

During the past .«eek the storage hue dripped off 810 million cubic
One gate at Ripogenus is open 5 feet.

s
*
To-auy

Report:

Ripofcenus Alev. 927.77 storage 12,218 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin
" 485.15
8.633 •
Totul Storage 20,851 "
M

H

Riffler installed anu in operation.

Ground Wood
Changes
Job 1105

Knotter installation completed.
This job is practically finished.

Chip Screen &
Crusher Inetui
Job 1115

Hoppers erected to trunion shaft level, shafting installed and
one screen part assembled.

Cameron Mindern
Job 1114

inner installed on No. 9 machine, Sunuay April 10th.

Boiler House
Changes
Job 1118

Excavation nearly completed for air duct cross connection. Two
more sections of underpinning (about 6 Ft. each) remaining to be done
for support of ©st Jail. ^cuvating for on© of these to-day. Un
loading a double herder shipment of wall columns unn boiler support
bourns to-uay, Nine carlo tads of trick received and unloaded.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

Eighteen holes for beam seats cut in tuilmce.
beams. Shipment proud sod for tu-uay.

Waiting for steel

New 'hito Water
New partition wall between ground wood chest and while water tank
Tank - Job 1125: completed and ground «<oou chest put back in service Sunday the 10th.
Air Compressor
Job 1116

Concrete foundation 75% completed.

No. 8 taper
Machine.

Third dryer motor connected in Sunday the 10th

Miscellaneous

R. V. eloon detailed to study of Sulphite kill Thursday April 7th.
R. V. .eldon left for Augusta re rope carrier third press Cushnoc
Paper Com any Saturday April 9th.
J. A. Ross was here assisting in design of boiler settings
April 6 and 7.

Diet. FCB
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19 27 FROM Engineering Department

letter no.

DETAIL

SUBJECT

During the past week the storage has dropped off 789 million cubic
feet. At 9:40 A.M. Tuesday, March 29th, the gate at Ripogenus was shut
down from six to five feet and remained that way for the rest of the week.
irecipitation for the month of March at Ripogenus was 1.38 inches and
at Millinocket 1.20 inches.

Water Storage

To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 928.28 Storage 12,682 Mil. Cu. Ft.
II
H
North Twin
" 48b.65
8,979
H
Total Storage
21,661
H

M

Ground Wood
Changes
Job 1105
Chip Crusher &
Screen Install
Job 1115

♦♦

The four remaining knotters were put into operation this morning,
April 4th, making the installation of ten now complete, /alkways around
the Haug screen stacks have been erected, so that this job is now com<
plate with the exception of a few odds and ends.

1

Steel plate rejection and good chip spouts have been erected, and
a start made on the erection of one of the screens.

Cameron Winder
Install. Jobs
1114 4b 1120

The Cameron winder on #10 was installed
aetailed Sunday, April 3rd
3rd, and
started up this morning. The first 1two sets were wound off without a
break.

Boiler House
Changes
Job 1118

Boilers #7 and #8 are entirely dismantled and the old concrete air
and ash tunnels are being removed
*
The concrete walls for the new ash tunnel have been poured down as
far as the new air tunnel extends (first 6 old boilers)
*
Steel sheeting has been driven outside of the west wall so that the
underpinning of the wall is going on again. Two more sections wore
done this week, making nine in all, or about 5b feet.
Three carloads of steel have been received and unloaded, Three T
carloads of brick hates been received and are being unloaded
*

Bull Soreen
Job 1121

Sixteen holes have been drilled and cut away for the beam s eats
under the arch
*

New White Water
The north ground wood deckered stock tank has been pumped out.
Tank - Job 1122 The structural Bteel teams for the cross wall which will form the white
water tank are now being erected.
Air Compressor
Excavation completed and concrete footing poured
*
A start on the
Job 1116
form work will be made to-day.
O j
*}($,
*
No
8
er
Third dryer motor placed on foundation but not lined and leveled into
Machine, Mill
its correct position
*
l
No. 1
Miscellaneous
Mr. Lambert of the Spencer Company of Boston, visited Millinocket
and East Millinocket Monday March 28th, regards vacuum cleaner systems
in our boiler houses and Lower Mill paper room.
Mr. S. B. Stafford of Rice, Barton & Eales visited Millinocket
and East Lillinouket on Tuesday, March 29th, and again on Thursday,
March 31st.
Started preliminary work on heading machine installation at East
*
Millinotehet
Diet. RVW
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LETTER N0'

12

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has shown a decrease
of 620 million cubic feet during tfco past week. At 9:15 A.E. Monday
Larch 21st the gate at Ripogenus was shut from 8 feet to 7 feet, end at
10:40 A.L. Saturday, March 26th it was again shut from 7 feet to six feet.

To-day’s Report:

Ground Wood
Changes Job
1105

Ripogenus Elev. 928.80 Storage 13,161 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ”
486.10
M
9j|289
Total Storage 22,450
*
”
"

Concrete for the remainder of the Knott er to fine screen spout has
been poured and the forms are being removed to-day. This completes the
structural work and the remaining knotters may now be placed.

Chip Crusher &
Structural Steel supports and side plates for the second chip screen
Screen Install
*
’have been erected and are now being riveted. Second shipment of screens
ation Job 1115 received from Waterville Iron Works.

Cameron Winder
Two motor-generator sets and an exbiter set have been moved onto the
Installation
platform and grouted in place. Starting switches are now being installed.
Jobs 1114 and
1120
Boiler House
Changes
Job 1118

During the past week Boilers #7 and #8 have been practically all
dismantled, there remaining only a little brick work and one drum this
morning.
Forms have been removed from that portion of the air tunnel that is
complete and excavation is now going on where the air duct to the fan is
to be built. A good start has been made on the forms for the ash tunnel.
Concrete pipe pile caps have been poured during the week, also concreto sills, lintels, coping, etc., precasted.
Eighty-foot derriok has been erected outside of the west wall and
sted sheeting is now being placed preparatory to cutting off the ground
water so that the remainder of the west wall may be underpinned.
Second carload of boiler house steel received to-aay, March 28th.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

Eight holes have been drilled and cut away for the beam seats under
the arch.

New White Water
The four openings between the south and north ground wood deckered
Tank, Job 1122 stock tanks, were dammed off yesterday, March 27th. All the stock is
flow running into the south tank and the north tank may now be pumped
Dut so that a start may be made on the wall forming the white water tank.
Air Compressor
Job 1116

Very little has been done on this job during the week.

io. 8 Paper
The foundation for the additional dryer motor on No. 8 paper machine
Machine, Mill #, Lhas been macle and the motor moved to the site preparatory to placing.

miscellaneous

Mr. F. S. Crowell of the Foundation Company visited Millinocket
1 ’riday, March 25th.

Suction Couch

Job #2064

j

tcouch roll cn No. 4 started up this morning, Larch 28th.
SIGNED
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19

During the past week the water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin
has dropped off 1,203 million cubic feet. One gate at Ripogenus increased
from 6 feet to 8 feet at 9:20 A.i • on Monday last, March 14th.

To-day's Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 930.05 Storage 14,333 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin
M
485.30
8,737
••
n
Total Storage
23,070
H

w

t»

H

Ground Wood
Changes Job
1105

The concrete bottom for the remainder of the spout work hue been
poured, Structural steel for the knotters to sit on is erected but not
riveted. Outside wall form in place.

Chip Crusher a
Second shipment of chip screens made from Waterville Iron Works
Screen Install Saturday, March 19th. This will make screens complete with the exception
ation Job 1115 of the wire screening. The structural steel supports and side plates
for the first screen has been erected and is now being riveted.

Cameron Winder
Electrical conduit for the motor generator and exciter sets have
been placed, and the concrete floor of the platform poured. Work on
Installation
Jobs 1114 &
the installation of the electrical sets may now be started.
1120

Boiler House
Changes
Job 1118

The seventh section of the west wall (making a total of about 42
feet) was underpinned during the week. It was necessary to abandon work
on the next sention due to the severe water conditions. Steel piling
is to be driven on the outside of the wall in an attempt to cut off the
water (which is evidently coming from the log pond) before any more of
the wall may be underpinned.
A portion of the roof and side walls of the air tunnel has been
poured and form work for the remainder is using carried along.
Driving pipe piles, concreting them, and cutting them off to grade
preparatory to concrete caping.
Old boiler fan in northwest corner dismantled and its foundation
demolished.
First carload of structural steel received from Megquier & Jones
this morning, March 21st.
v
The next two boilers #7 & 8 have been shut down and will be dis
mantled at once.

Bull Screen
Job 1121

Two holes for the beam seats under the arch have been drilled and
cut away. Another raft has been made so as to work two crews on this.

New Whits iater
Another attempt was made yesterday, Larch 20th, to pump out the ac
Tank - Job 1122 cumulated thick stock in the north end of the groundwood deckered stock
tank, where the new white water tank is to be.

Air Compressor
Excavation for the foundation of the new air compressor is completed
*
Job 1116.
#8 Paper Machine
Nothing further done on additional dryer motor installation. The
Mill No. 1.
basement floor underneath the dryer section is being re-surfaced.
Suction Couch
Suction couch roll for No. 3 paper machine installed Sunday, Mar. 20th.
Job 2064.
Miscellaneous
Mr. Bowler left for Madison Monday night Larch 14th, and returned
Thursday morning, March 17th.
DATE MAILED

FORM IT
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FROM Engineering Department

LETTER NO.

10

DETAIL

During the past week the water storage at Ripogenus and North
Twin has shown a decrease of 1,525 million cubic feet, (he gats
at Ripogenus remains opened 6 feet.
To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev, 931.94 Storage 16,185 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin
" 484.35
"
8,088
"
Total Storage
24,273
”
"

Ground Wood
Changes
Job 1105

Construction work for the last group of knotters is well under
way. The old spouting has all been removed, and the structural steel
erected and riveted. Forms for the concrete spout bottoms are being
built.

Chip Crusher &
Screen Install.
Job 1115

First shipment of tho two new chip screens from the Waterville
Iron Works was. received at the mill Thursday, March 10th. Erection
of the structural steel supports and side plates has been started.

Cameron Winder
Installation
Jobs 1114&1120

The structural steel platform for the motor-generator and exciter
sets has been erected and riveted. Forms for the concrete floor of
same are nearing completion. All electrical equipment for #9 and #10
installation now on hand.

Boiler House
Changes
Job 1118

The sixth section of the west wall has been underpinned making
about 36 feet now completed. Excavation for the seventh section now
going on. Forms for the side walls and roof of air tunnel are under
construction and a goodly portion will be ready for concreting within
a day or i wo. Steel piles are being driven anu a total of fifteen
are now into the ground. Excavation at column sites for further
piling is being carried on. Old boiler fan in northwest corner of
boiler house being dismantled.

Sliver Screen
& White (at or
Tank - Job 1121

A pump has been set up so as to pump out the North end of the
present ground wood thick stock tank, preparatory to building wall
for the new white water tank.

Air Compressor
Job 1116

Excavation for the foundation of the new Ingeraoil-Rand Air Com
pressor is well under way.

Additional Drys r
Motor #8 P.M.

Preliminary work for the installation of the additional motor
on dryers of No. 8 paper machine has been started.

Suction Couoh
Job 2064

A suction couch roll was installed on No. 2 paper machine last
Sunday, March 6th. The rolls for Nos. 3 and 4 paper machines are not
received yet.

Miscellaneous

Mr. A. J. Haug visited Millinocket Tuesday, Larch 8th.
Mr. Bell of the lngersoll-Rand Co., visited Millinocket and
East Millinocket Wednesday, March 9th.
Heading nr chines received at East Millinocket Thursday, I arch
10th. A drawing for their use (different from the way they are used
by the C.I.F. Co.) will leave this office within a few days.

Diet. RVW
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1927 FROM Engineering Department

During the past week the water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin
has dropped off 1,354 million cubic feet. At Ripogenus 31.50 inches
of snow has been recorded during the month of February for a water equiv
alent of 2.85 inches and at Millinocket 28.25 inches has been recorded
for a water equivalent of 2.71 inches. At Millinocket there is 29 inches
of snow on the level.

s
*
To-aay

Report^:
?

Ripogenus Elev. 933.20 Storage 17,472 Mil
M
North Twin
*
484.70
8.326
Total Storage
25,798
tf

H

Cu. Ft
tt
w

ft

Ground Wood
Changes
Job 1105

The second group of three knot tors have been moved into their inew
positions and were put into service yesterday, March 6th. This now
makes six knotters in operation. Ths remaining three have been dismantled
and a start made on the tearing down of the old spout work, foundations,
etc.

Chip Crusher &
Screen Install.
Job 1115

The steelwork for the new conveyors are all erected and grouted in
place. Old concrete floor and floor steel has been removed from under
tho old screen.

Cameron Winder
Installations
Jobs 111441120

The platform for holding the motor-generator and exciter sets is
under construction. The electrical department have erected practically
all of the conduit for #9 and #10 machines and have the circuit all run.
The two winders, and all electrical equipment with the exception of tho
panels have been received at the mill for #9 and #10 machines.

Boiler House
Job 1118

,
Another section of the west wall has been underpinned • This makes
the fifth section for a total of about 30 feet
Wood sheeting for the
coffer dam of air and ash tunnel driven into place and a goodly portion
of the floor for the new air tunnel poured. Forms for the walls are
under construction. The steel piles for the column foundations have been
received and four of the pilus are driven down to ledge at this writing

Air Compressor
Job 1116

The new Ingersoll-Rand Air Compressor has been received at this
mill and work has been started on the foundation for it.

miscellaneous

Mr. G. V. Salle, District Manager of the Foundation Co. visited
Millinocket Monday, February 28th.
Mr. p&rtsch of the J. 0. Ross Engineering Co. visited Millinocket
Thursday, March 3rd.
A small fire was discovered in the west log pile (No. 2) Saturday
forenoon, March 5th.
Mr. E. F. Aldrich of the Fops Applicance Corporation visited
Millinocket this morning, Larch 7th.
Mr. C. M. Carrier, Supt. Bureau of Economy, leaves for Bouton
to-night as initial step on trip to Europe.
Mr. David Reinick of Filer & Stowell Co. arrived at East Millinocket
Saturday, Larch 5th to examine No. 3 Paper Machine Engine and advise about
temporary repairs.

Diet. RVW
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During the past week Ripogenus and North Twin have dropped off
1,148 million cubic feet. One gate at Ripogenus remains open six feet.

Water Storage

To-aay's Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 934.21 Storage 18,519 Mil. Cu.Ft.
North Twin
” 485.15
"
8,633
Total Storage
27,152

Ground Wood
Changes • Job
1105

All construction work on the 2nd lot of three knotters completed
and forms are being removed to-day.

Chip Scrusher
and Screen
Installs tion
Job 1115

All conveyers are erected.
The removal of concrete floor and floor steel under new chip
screens 90% completed.
Steel Plate work for chip screen received Saturday Feb. 26th.

Cameron Winder
Work on platform held up temporarily awaiting the arrival of beam
Installtion
connections. Pipe conduits are being installed for Nos. 9 and 10
Jobs 1114 & 112 0 paper machines.

Foundations under old boilers 1 to 6 inclusive removed and
aisposed of. Excavation for air duct about 1/3 completed. Concreted
two more sections under present foundation, upper boiler house.
Total length underpinned to date 20 feet. Excavation if six holes for
pipe piling 50% completed, iilaster in old chimney removed and truss
shored up. Foundation Co.'s Derrick received Saturday Feb. 26th.
One carload dimensioned lumber and one carload 7/8” boards received
Saturday Feb. 26th.

Boiler House
Job 1118

Suction Couch
Cut away concrete at base of couch quarter turn post in preparation
. ob 2064 * Lili 2 for moving ahead. Made up wrot iron suction header for Nos. 2 and 3
paper machines. Moved main line stand bearing and supporting I beam
on No. 2 paper machine. Installed motor for driving $7 Nash pump for
No. 4 piper machine.
1 Tansformer
(hanges - Job 20 66

Miscellaneous

Installed concrete base under one transformer and made connections
Sunday, Feb. 27th.

Air compressor and motor received Feb. 19th.
Old Broke Beater for Nos. 9 and 10 paper machines removed.
Messrs. Bowler and Stanwood left for Boston, Tuesday Feb. 22nd
and returned Friday morning Feb. 25thj.
Mr. Weldon io oxpoetod to returiw/rom Three Rivers to-aay.
Lesers. Salle and Allen of the Foundation Company arrived this
morning. Mr^Allen will be engineer for the Foundation Co. on Sliver
Screen installation.
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SUBJECT

During the past week Ripogenus and North Twin have dropped off
1,412 million cubic feet. One gate at Ripogenus remains open 6 feet.

flat er Storage

To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 935.16 Storage 19,529 Mil. Cu
North Twin "
485.35
”
8,771
Total Storage 28,300

n.

fl

tl

w

H

H

»•

All steel under three more kn tiers is erected and forme for floor
completed. Structural Steel for walkways around discharge stacks of
“Haug” ground wood screens received Saturday Feb. 19th.

Ground flood
Changes, Job
1105 - Mill #1

Chip Crusher &
Old chip screens removed from wood room, assembled on skids, ready
Screen Install1 to loud on cars. Concrete floor and steel being removed preparatory
ation, Job 1115 to installation of new screens . . Second crusher put in operation
Sunday Feb. 20th. Miscellaneous structural Steel for chip screen job
received Saturday, Feb. 19th.

Cameron flinder
Installation
Jobs 1114 and
1120

Structural Steel is furnished and fabricated by Mill. York has
been started on platform which will support motor-generator sets and
exciter unit for driving Cameron winders on paper machines Nos. 5, 6,
7, 9 and IQ.

Boiler House
Job 1118

Concreted one section 8 Ft
* long under present foundation wall upper
boiler house and excavation for another section is begun. Cleaned up
gravel pit, roadway, and are hauling gravel. Taken down and disposed
of about 50% of the old smoke flue. Taken down and disposed of boilers
1 to 6 inclusive together with tubes, settings, steel, etc. Started
excavating for air duct, and pipe piling. Erected gin pole preparatory
to erecting derrick.

Suction Couch
For 2044 Mill #2

'Sew I-beams installed and riveted to old floor steel under coucher
for Nos. 2 and 3 paper machines. Installed No. 7 and No. 8 pump on No. 4
paper machines. Installed silent chain sprocket to drive No. 8 Nash
pump on No. 2 paper machine. Moved uhite water pump on No. 4 paper
machine to make room for couch arive.

Transformer
One transformer is set, ready to hook up.
Station Changes are on the site.
Job 2066

The other transformers

Diet. DFT
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19 27 FROM

During the past week Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off
1,179 million cubic feet
*
Che gats one-half open until 11:15 A .M.
Saturday Feb
*
12, at which time the opening was increased to 6 foot
*
At Ripogenus, 19 inches of snow has been recorded during the month
of January for a water equivalent of 2*55 inches
*
At Millinocket
*75
23
inches of snow has been recorded for a water equivalent of
3*41
inches.
To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 936.30 Storage 20,768 Mil Cu. Ft.
North Twin "
485.60
”
8.944
" H
Total Storage
29,712
//

Ground Wood
Changes
Job 1105

The first three knotters have been installed in their new positions,
und were put into operation Sunday, February 13th. They are working very
geod. The next three knotters have been shut down and work started
this morning on their removal from the old spouts.

Chip Crusher d
Screen Install •
Job 1115

Tho old Carthage chip crushers wars removed and shipped back to
the Carthage Machine Co., on Tuesday, February 8th. The first new
Lombard chip crusher has been installed and is in service. The form
for the foundation of the second crusher are nearing completion. Stool
plate sawdust hoppers ana steel side plates have been removed from the
two present chip screens. The new steel headers at the discharge ends
of the screens have been erected, but not riveted, in place.

Boiler House
Job 1118

A good start has been made on the dismantling of the old boilers
by the Foundation Company, with a crew of about 60 men. All but tho
center wall has been dismantled and removed from boilers 1 and 2. Tubes
have been removed from #3 and one-half removed from #4 boiler. Con
crete wash room has been demolished and excavation started for under
pining the present foundation wall north of the old chimney.

Suction Couch
Job 2044

Preliminary work for the installation of the couches going on.
Suction presses on the three machines all installed and in service.

Miscellaneous

Messrs. Carrier and Weldon returned from Augusta Tuesday night
February 8th.
Mr. Robert Gardiner of the Foundation Co., visited Millinocket
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, February 9, 10 and 11th.
Mr. George V. Salle, District Manager of the Founaat on Co.,
visited Millinocket Thursday, February 10th.
Mr. Weldon leaving for International Paper Co., Three Rivere,
Quebec, tonight February 14th.
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The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has shown a loss of
1066 million cubic feet during the past week, Che gate at Ripogenus
remains one-half open.
To-oay’s Report;
*

936.87 Ripogenus
486.40 North Twin

Storage
"

21,401
9,490
30,891

Mil. Cu. Ft.
n
tt
w
n

h

M

Ground Wood
Changes
Job 1105

All construction work from unscreened stock spout to and including
three knotters is completed. Three knotters are hoisted in place and
ready for lining up and piping.
Cleanout line from gravitutor is being erected.
Sulphite tailing line changed to new location.
Three rejection boxes for knots and about one-third of knot
spout are built.

Chip Crusher
and Screen
Installation
Job 1115

Foundation for one crusher completed, crusher in place, conveyor
steel erected and riveted.
Opening thru floor at discharge end of one screen is cut and all
structural stel headers are erected.
Counter shaft changed for uriving crushed chip conveyor.
Footing for foundation of other chip crusher is poured.

Boiler House
Job 1118

Mill crew blanked off all steam mains, drip lines, boiler feed
lines and blow off lines necessary to start removal of old boilers
No. 1 and No. 2.
Mr. Eklund of the Foundation Company arrived Friday Feb. 4th.
The Foundation Company began work on Boiler House this morning
with Mr. Eklund as foreman and a crew of 18 men. These men are
dismantling old jailer No. 1 and No. 2 and are making preparations
for underpinning present foundation wall north of old chimney.

Transformer house completed to a point where transformers may
Transformer
Station Changeii be installed.
Job 2066
Suction Couch
Job 2044

No. 7 Nash vacuum pump for No. 4 machine installed in temporary
location.
Suction press installed on No. 4 Sunday Feb. 6th.

Miscellaneous

Six inch "QDV" Cameron pumping sulphite stock to Trimbey Mixing
Box installed and operating.
Mr. Veldon left Staurday Feb. 5th for Cushnoc Paper Co., August,
re air on third press.
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Chip Crusher
and Screen
Installation
Job 1115

937.33 Ripogenus Storage 21,978 Lil. Cu. Ft.
487.10 North Twin
**
9,979 H
"
31,957 *
”

All structural s teal from unscreened stock spout to and including
three knotters is erected und riveted. The reinforcing of four columns
under future sulphite screen room is completed.
Concrete floor for spouting under three knotters also between
knotters und unscreened stock spout is poured and forms for side walls
and center wall will be completed to-day with reinforcing iron in
place.
Tailing pump for 2nd screen tailings to 3rd screens put in
operation, piping for final rejections to wrapper stock completed.
Removed old 10” rejection line also old 16” overflow line which
were used in connection with old B. & S, Screens.
Concrete footing for one crusher poured and forms ebout 50%
completed.
Excavation completed for other crusher.
Qne crusher received Friday January 28th, other crusher received
Monday January 31st.
Feed spout ana structural steel for chip screen job received
Saturday January 29th.

Transformer
Station Changel 1
Job 2066

Concrete roof on Transformer Shelter has been placed.

Suction Couoh
Job 2044

Suction press installed on No. 2 Sunday January 23rd.
Suction Press installed on No. 3 Sunday January 30th.

Miscellaneous

Lessrs. Carrier und Stanwood returned from Boston Thursday Jan. 27th.
Mr. Bonier returned from Boston and New York Saturday January 29th.
Messrs. Ferry, Laker and Cunningham of the General Electric Co.
arrived Saturday Jan. 29th. The purpose of their visit is to determine
the water rate at various loeds on No. 8 paper machine turbine.
Mr. Jeldon went to Augusta, Thursday January 27th.
Mr. George V. Salle arrived January 31st to asti ate and fix fee
on Boiler House, Job 1118.

signed
DATE MAILED

FORM 1T

4

The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has shown a less of
1,007 million cubic feet during the past week. <he gate at Ripogenus
remains one-half open.

To-Ujiy’s Report:

Ground Wood
Changes Job
1105 Mill #1
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1927 FROM Engineering Department

letter no.
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

t?

Water Storage

The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has shown a loss
of 1,177 million cubic feet during the past week. One gate at Ripogenue remains one-half open.
To-uay’s Report:

Ripogenus 937.87 Storage
North Twin 487.75

22,537 Mil. Cu. Ft.
10.427 M
" *
32,964

Ground Wood
Changes Job
1105 - Mill #1

Structural Steel for the concrete spouts from the knetters and
to the screens is still being erected, The forms for the concrete
floors and side walls are under construction also.
Two of the four columns, that have to be strengthened because
of future sulphite screen room changes, have been reinforced.

Chip Crusher &
Screen Installation - Job 1115

A start has been made on the excavation for the foundation of
one of the new chip crushers. The Waterville Iron Forks aavise that
they will ship the first of these two chippers on either Wednesday
or Thursday of this week •

Transformer
Station Change!)
Jeb 2066

Temporary panels inside of transformer house being connected.
Hy-rib for concrete roof over transformer protection being placed.

Suction Couch
Job 2044
*
Miscel
aneous

Preliminary *vork

still going on.

Mr. Prouty returned from his Canadian inspection of magazine
grinders on I onaay January 17th and left Millinocket for Boston,
Friday January 21st.
Mr. Whitcomb and party arrived Millinocket Tuesday night
January 18th for the annual director’s meeting and left Thursday
morning January 20th.
Messrs. Bell and Bit st rup of Ingersoll-Rand Co. visited
Millinocket and East Lilli ocket Wednesday, Thursday end Friday
of this week January 19, 20 and 21 respectively, regards future
pumps.
Messrs. Boiler, Carrier and Stanwood left for Boston this
morning January 24th.

Diet. RVW
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Engineer.
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Water Storage
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During the past week, the water storage of Ripogenus and
North Twin has dropped off 949 million oubio feet. One gate at
Ripogenus remains one-half open.
Snow at Ripogenus since the first of January is 16-1/2”
equals 1.70” precipitation. At Milli ocket 19-1/2” snow equals
2.30” precipitation.

To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 938.53
North Twin ”
488.35

Storage 23,300 Mil. Cu.Ft.
”
10.841 ”
”
34,141 "

Ground Wood
Changes Job
1105, Mill #1

All of the old Baker & Shevlin screens are now removed, but there
remains considerable concrete spouting to come out yet.
Electrical connections for the labt four Bird screens in
stalled have been made and they are now ready for service.
A portion of the old supply spouting to the knotters has
been removed, and the structural steel for the new concrete
supply spout to the Bird screens and from the knotters is being
erected.
A start has been made on the strengthening of four columns
at this point in connection with future changes in the sulphite
screen room upstairs.

Transformer
Station Changes
Job 2066

Structural steel for trans former station housing erected
and metal lath being placed preparatory to pouring concrete
roof. The three new transformers were received at East Millinocket
Friday January 14th.

Suction Couofc
Job 2064
Miscellaneous

Frslininary work still under way.

Mr. Weldon returned from The International leper Co. at
Three Rivers, Quebec, Thursday morning January 13th.
Messrs Wade, Rogers, Perry, Cunningham, and Fowler of the
General electric Company arrived Millinocket Saturday morning
January 15th, regards power question on #8 paper machine.
Mr. Lodding of Rice, Barton * Fales tried out a new impeller
in the 10” fan pump of #8 paper machine yesterday January 16th,
but it did not throw the water necessary.

Diet. RVW

SIGNED^ p
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— Engineer

GREAT NORTHERN PAFER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

Jan• 3,

Dolby-E.Mkt.
Trans, Line
Job 2052
Trans. Station
Changes
Job 2066

Steel Flume
Gates Job 2062

letter no.

1

The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has decreased
1,156 million cubic feet during the past week. One (1/2) gate open
at Ripogenus.
To-day’s Report:

Ground Wood
Screens Job
1105, Mill //I

Engineering Department
DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

19 27 FROM

Ripogenus Elev. 939.02 Storage 23,869 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin "
488.90
”
11,221
M
Total Storage 35,090
"
”
M

The remaining four Bird Screens have been installed, but are not
in operation yet as they have not been connected up by the electricians.
All except eight of the old Baker & Shevlin screens have basn removed
at this writing.
A start has been made on the knotter change, some of the structural
steel being erected. The large 24" supply pipe to the knotters was
chunged over Sunday Jan. 9, so that the olu supply spouting may a ow
be torn down.

This new transmission line has now been in operation for a week.

Concrete foundation for the new transformers is in place, and the
structural steel for their shelter was being unloaded thiB morning.
Gat os received but not installed.

Suction Couch
Job #2064

Preliminary work on No. 2 paper machine progressing. A portion
of Rice, Barton & Fales equipment has been received and also the
piping. Nash pumps not yet received.

Miscellaneous

Ur. Weldon returned from Augusta, Thursday night Jan. 6th,
and is leaving for the Internation Paper Co. at Three Rivers, quebec,
this afternoon, Jan. 10th.

Diet. RVW
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